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Résumé

Cette thèse repose sur la notion d’unimodularité dans le contexte des réseaux aléatoires et

explore deux domaines d’application : le couplage par le passé des chaînes de Markov dans

le cas de la récurrence nulle, basé sur les graphes de Doeblin associés, et la classification

non supervisée basée sur le regroupement hiérarchique des points d’un processus ponctuel.

La première partie de cette thèse se concentre sur les propriétés d’un graphe aléatoire spé-

cifique appelé le graphe de Doeblin, qui est associé à l’algorithme du couplage par le passé

utilisé pour l’échantillonnage parfait de la distribution stationnaire d’une chaîne de Markov.

Cette thèse étudie le cas récurrent nul, où il est montré que le graphe des ponts, un sous-

graphe du Doeblin Graph, est soit un arbre infini, soit une forêt composée d’une collection

dénombrable d’arbres infinis. Dans le premier cas, l’arbre infini possède une unique ex-

trémité, n’est généralement pas unimodularisable, mais présente une unimodularité locale.

Ces propriétés sont exploitées pour étudier le régime stationnaire des dynamiques aléa-

toires de processus à valeurs mesures sur l’arbre des ponts de Doeblin, en particulier les

dynamiques aléatoires tabou et potentielle.

La deuxième partie de cette thèse présente un nouveau modèle de regroupement hiérar-

chique adapté à la classification non supervisée d’ensembles de données qui sont dénom-

brablement infinis. L’algorithme proposé utilise plusieurs niveaux de regroupement, con-

struisant des clusters à chaque niveau en utilisant des chaînes de voisins les plus proches de

points ou de clusters. Cet algorithme est appliqué au processus ponctuel de Poisson pour

lequel il est démontré que l’algorithme de regroupement définit une forêt phylogénétique,

qui est un facteur du processus ponctuel et est donc unimodulaire. Diverses propriétés de

cette forêt aléatoire, telles que les tailles moyennes des clusters à chaque niveau ou la taille

moyenne du cluster d’un nœud typique, sont examinées.

Graphes Unimodulaires aléatoires ⋆ Processus ponctuels stationnaires ⋆ classification

des feuillets ⋆ Échantillonnage parfait⋆ Classification non supervisée hiérarchique⋆ Pro-

cessus ponctuels⋆ Arbres Aléatoires





Abstract

This thesis is based on the notion of unimodularity in the context of random networks and

explores two domains of application: Coupling from the Past for Markov Chains in the

null recurrent case based on the associated Doeblin Graphs, and unsupervised classification

based on hierarchical clustering on point processes.

The first part of this thesis focuses on the properties of a specific random graph called the

Doeblin Graph, which is associated with the Coupling from the Past algorithm used for the

perfect sampling of the stationary distribution of a Markov Chain. This thesis studies the

null recurrent case, where it is shown that the Bridge Doeblin Graph, a subgraph of the

Doeblin Graph, is either an infinite tree or a forest composed of a countable collection of

infinite trees. In the former case, the infinite tree possesses a single end, is not generally

unimodularizable, but exhibits local unimodularity. These properties are leveraged to in-

vestigate the stationary regime of measure-valued random dynamics on the Bridge Doeblin

Tree, particularly the taboo and potential random dynamics.

The second part of this thesis introduces a novel hierarchical clustering model tailored for

unsupervised classifications of datasets that are countably infinite. The proposed algorithm

employs multiple levels of clustering, constructing clusters at each level using nearest-

neighbor chains of points or clusters. This algorithm is applied to the Poisson point process.

It is proven that the clustering algorithm defines a phylogenetic forest on the Poisson point

process, which is a factor of the point process and is therefore unimodular. Various proper-

ties of this random forest, such as the mean sizes of clusters at each level or the mean size

of the cluster of a typical node, are examined.

Unimodular Random graphs⋆Stationary Point Processes⋆Foil Classification⋆Perfect

Sampling⋆Unsupervised Classification⋆Point Processes⋆Random Trees
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Chapter

1
Introduction

This thesis is comprised of two pieces of work on random networks. The first part is based

on a preprint available on [1].

A random rooted network is considered unimodular when, heuristically, any vertex has an

equal probability of being the root. To rigorously define this concept for networks with an

infinite number of vertices, the assumption is made that the random rooted network satisfies

the mass transport principle. The literature has studied the properties of unimodular net-

works and of covariant dynamics on them ([2] and [3]).

This thesis focuses on two specific random graphs that are associated with stochastic algo-

rithms, and it investigates the properties of these graphs using the notion of unimodularity.

The first algorithm under consideration is the Coupling from the Past algorithm, which is

utilized for the perfect sampling of the stationary distribution of a Markov Chain. The sec-

ond random graph pertains to a model used for hierarchical clustering of data. The thesis is

structured into two distinct parts. A preliminary is given in Chapter 3 provides a common

foundation for both parts. The subsequent material and results in each part are independent

and can be read separately. This brief introduction provides an overview of the main themes

explored in each part.

I. Doeblin Graph

Let {Xt}t∈N be a Markov Chain with countable state space, S . It is well known

that when {Xt}t∈N is irreducible, aperiodic, and positive recurrent, it has a unique

stationary distribution. On the other hand, when it is null recurrent, it admits no sta-

tionary probability distribution, but a unique stationary measure σ, i.e., the measure

σ satisfies σ = σP with σ(s∗) = 1, where P is the transition probability matrix of

the Markov Chain, and s∗ is an arbitrary fixed point in S .

One can consider a Markov Chain as a dynamics on S -valued random variables.

This dynamics can be written as the following equation 1

Xt+1 =
∑

x∈S

1{Xt=x}h(x, ξx
t ), (1.0.1)

1Another representation for Equation (1.0.1) is the stochastic recurrence equation Xt+1 = h(Xt, ξt).
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where {ξx
t , x ∈ S }t∈Z is the source of randomness, which is assumed to be i.i.d. for

different t ∈ Z (see Remark 5.1.1) and such that P[h(x, ξx
t ) = y] = pxy. Here h is

an update rule which allows one to construct the random variable at time t+ 1 from

that at time t. When {Xt}t∈Z is positive recurrent, Equation (1.0.1) has a stationary

solution. This means there is a random variable X , with distribution σ, and such that

X
d= h(X, ξX

t ), with d= meaning equality in distribution. In the null recurrent case,

this dynamic does not admit such a stationary solution.

The Doeblin Graph of {Xt} is a random graph with vertices in Z× S . In this graph,

the horizontal axis (Z-axis) represents time and is referred to as the time axis and the

vertical axis (S -axis), which is referred to as the state axis, represents the state space.

The edges of the Doeblin Graph are defined using the transition probabilities of the

Markov Chain: there is an edge from each vertex (t, x) to vertex (t + 1, h(x, ξx
t )),

with { ξx
t }x,t as defined above. The Bridge Graph with respect to s∗ is the union of

all paths of the Doeblin Graph starting from Z × {s∗}, where s∗ is an arbitrary fixed

point in S .

It is shown in [4] that for an irreducible, aperiodic, and positive recurrent Markov

Chain with a totally independent source of randomness (see Remark 5.1.1), the Bridge

Graph is almost surely a tree. This tree is both locally finite and unimodularizable, as

defined in Section 3.3 and discussed in Subsection 4.3. Using the unimodular prop-

erty, it is shown that, in this case, there is a unique bi-infinite path in the this graph

and that the points of this bi-infinite path form a stationary sequence with marginal

distribution the stationary distribution.

The first aim of the Part I of this thesis is the study of the properties of the Bridge

Graph constructed from an irreducible, aperiodic and null recurrent Markov Chain.

In this case, one can show that the Bridge Graph is not unimodularizable in general,

that it can be both connected (it is then a tree) or not connected (it is then a forest

made of an infinite number of trees), and that it contains no bi-infinite path when it

is connected or when it satisfies some additional condition given in Section 5.1. It is

also shown that the Bridge Graph is nevertheless locally unimodular. More precisely,

it contains a unimodular and one ended random tree, the Recurrence Time EFF. This

allows one to show that the Bridge Graph is one ended as well (See Section 5.3 for

more details).

In the recurrent case (both positive and null), two measure-value dynamics are defined

on the Bridge Graph, the Taboo and the Potential dynamics. These dynamics are

measure-valued and of the form

Mt+1 = H(Mt, ξt), (1.0.2)

2
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where for each t, Mt is a random measure on S and ξt = {ξx
t }x∈S is the same as in

Equation (1.0.1). The Taboo dynamics and the Potential dynamics are each defined

by a specific update rule H defined in Section 6.1. It is shown that the Taboo dynam-

ics has a stationary state on the space of random measures on S , called the Taboo

Point Process (TPP). A key point is that the mean measure of the TPP is equal to

the invariant measure of the Markov Chain. The Potential Dynamics is also studied.

In the null recurrent case, this dynamics also has a stationary state on the space of

random measures on S . This random measure is called the Potential Point Process

(Potential PP). This point process is locally finite, but its mean measure is infinite.

These two point processes can also be defined in the positive recurrent case as well,

and their properties are also discussed in this case. They are hence fundamental ob-

jects in that they can be defined for all recurrent discrete time discrete space Markov

Chains, they are left invariant by the Markov dynamics, and they provide, as it will

be shown, important informations on the CFTP algorithm as well as complementary

informations on the two most important deterministic measures of Markov Chain

theory, namely the invariant measure and the potential measure.

After studying the existence of stationary regimes for these dynamics, their unique-

ness is also discussed. For this purpose, these dynamics are considered as Markov

Chains on the space of locally finite counting measures on S , N (S ). It is shown

that the dynamical systems introduced above may have other stationary solutions than

the one built on the Bridge Graph of the MC.

II. Clustering on Point Processes

Clustering is a popular method in unsupervised learning that plays an important role

in data science as an alternative to supervised learning, which requires no training

mechanisms. Given a representation of the objects, clustering aims to identify groups,

or clusters, based on some similarity measure between them. Usually, the objects are

represented as a finite number of points in Rd, or equivalently, as a point process.

Clustering algorithms can be organized into two broad categories: point assignment

clustering and hierarchical clustering. In point assignment algorithms, some clus-

ters are predefined, points are considered in some order, and each one is assigned

to the cluster into which it best fits. An important parameter here is the number of

clusters. The best-known point assignment algorithm is the k-means algorithm (see

[5] for definition and details). Hierarchical algorithms start with each point forming

its own cluster. Clusters are then connected/merged based on their similarities and

form new clusters. The process of connecting and merging clusters is repeated until

reaching a single cluster to which all the points belong. A key component of hier-

archical clustering is the function used to measure distances between clusters. This

3



4 Chapter 1. Introduction

includes minimum distance (single linkage), Hausdorff distance (complete linkage),

and centroid distances (see [6], [7], and Subsection 3.4 for more details).

The aim of part II is to study the properties of a natural clustering algorithm that

essentially belongs to the hierarchical class but also shares some features of point

assignment. An important property of this algorithm, which is called Hierarchi-

cal Thinning Nearest Neighbor Clustering (HTNNC), is that it allows one to handle

countably infinite data sets, specifically point processes of the Euclidean space.

Here, a concise overview of the HTNNC algorithm is presented. In the algorithm,

each cluster connects to its nearest neighbor cluster at each hierarchical step. The

distance considered between clusters is known as centroid (clustroid) 2 distance. In

each cluster, one or more representative points, referred to as centroids or clustroids,

are selected to collectively represent the entire cluster. The distance between clusters

is calculated based on the distances between their respective centroids (clustroids).

The key idea of the HTNNC algorithm lies in the selection of clustroids. The clustroid

of a cluster is chosen as the pair that achieves the minimum distance in the cluster.

Let us first describe the hierarchical nature of the algorithm. This is illustrated in

the case where the pseudo distance between two clustroids is the minimal distance

between the points of the two clustroids.

At level zero, each point connects to its nearest neighbor point. Under natural as-

sumptions, this defines a collection of finite connected components called clusters of

order 0 on the data set. Each cluster is made up of directed trees, called sub-cluster

trees of order 0, that are connected towards a cycle containing a pair of mutually

nearest neighbor points (MNN). Call each such pair a cycle of order 0 and the points

belongs to a cycle of order 0 cluster heads of order 0.

Consider now all such order 0-cycles. Connect each 0-cycle to the nearest 0-cycle

(nearest for the above pseudo distance). This defines a new collection of directed

trees of 0-cycles, where again, each tree is connected to a cycle containing a pair

of 0-cycles which are MNN for this pseudo distance. Define the exit point of a 0-

cycle to be the point of the cycle which is the closest to the nearest 0-cycle. For each

such order 0 exit point, replace the initial directed connection to the other point of

its own cycle with a directed connection to the closest point of the nearest 0-cycle.

This defines a directed graph on cluster heads of order 0, with again finite connected

components. Each connected component consists of two directed trees that are con-

nected towards a cycle containing a pair of 0-cluster heads, which are mutual nearest

neighbors (MNN) for the pseudo distance between 0-cycle. The union of this directed

2When the representative point of a cluster is not precisely located at the center of the cluster’s data, the
term clustroid is employed in place of centroid

4
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graph and of the sub-cluster trees of order 0 defines the clusters of order 1 on the data

set. Each such cluster contains a collection of directed trees called sub-cluster trees

of order 1, where each tree is connected towards a cycle of length 2 connecting two

cluster heads of order 0. The last pair is called a cycle of order 1. The above union

consists of hanging each order 0 sub-cluster tree to an appropriate order 0 cluster-

head, which will be called gateway point.

By iterating this procedure, one hierarchically defines cluster-heads of order 1 or

more, as well as clusters of order 2 or more. The end result is a tree (or a forest)

where each cluster-head of order k is the gateway point of a descendant sub-cluster

tree of order k, made of cluster heads of order lower than k and of regular points (a

point is regular if it is not a cluster-head of any order).

Let us illustrate the basic idea by a species classification pseudo-example. Assume

that the classification algorithm bears on genetic data of species and first finds the

cluster of horse-related species that includes plough horses, race horses, ponneys,

donkeys, etc., and an archetype (cluster heads) for this horses cluster defined as the

MNN pair in this order-0 cluster. Other order 0-clusters could e.g. that of sheep, with

again lots of variants and a 0-cluster head pair which is an archetype for sheep, or that

of cows with yet another MNN pair, etc. Rather than looking at the proximity of say

the horse cluster as a whole and the sheep cluster as a whole in terms of the smallest

distance from the two sets of species, which is what certain algorithms would do,

HTNN looks at the distances between the archetype of horses, that of sheep, that of

cows, etc, which are the corresponding cycles of order 0. Based on these 0-cycles,

it then determines a cluster head pair of order 1, which could be, for example, mam-

mals. Then it iterates to find, for instance, vertebrates, and so on.

Here are now a few observations on HTNN. It is defined as a hierarchical algorithm.

However, one can also say that it is point assignment based on the fact that cluster-

heads of a given order are in a sense predefined through a mechanism that does not

require the whole data set but a sufficient data set which is linked to the data set in

the tree for which it is a gateway.

For all k, the cluster heads (or archetypes) of level k are a deterministic functional

of the data set. Their definition involves no extra randomness, as in, for example,

the techniques based on the thinning of point processes described in more detail in

Section 8.3.

It is applicable to infinite point processes. In addition, using the pseudo-distance be-

tween pairs leads to a limited computational effort, well adapted to large data sets.

This feature is distinctive of other known distance based hierarchical clustering algo-

rithms, e.g., the nearest-neighbor chain described in Section 3.4.

In addition, it supports parallelization, in that one can start building the trees in two

5



6 Chapter 1. Introduction

separated regions in parallel, enabling faster processing and scalability.

As mentioned before, the aim of this part goes beyond the introduction of a new hi-

erarchical classification algorithm. It is also to analyze this algorithm acting on point

processes. Here is a summary of the analytical results:

This algorithm is first considered on the Poisson point process (PPP). It is shown that

the algorithm can be defined as a sequence of point shifts on the PPP, each point shift

representing a step of the algorithm (see [8] and Section 8.1 for more details). As a

result, at each step, n, the point shift gives a random directed graph on the PPP, which

is a forest. The resulting random forests are unimodular graphs (see [2] and Section

3.3). Each step contains infinitely many finite clusters (trees).

It is shown that when n goes toward infinity, the weak limit point shift, which will be

called Recursive Thinning Nearest Neighbor Point Shift (RTNN PS), exists. The lim-

iting (weak limit) graph (the limiting point shift graph) is unimodular and is called the

Recursive Thinning Nearest Neighbor Forest /Tree (RTNNF/T). The RNNF/T gives

an infinite spanning forest or tree on the PPP. It will be shown that the infinite random

tree containing the origin is one-ended on the PPP. This result holds for any sub point

process of the PPP or any point process that contains no second-order descending

chain a.s. (see Sections 8.2 and 9.1 for more details).

While these analytical results provide valuable insights that will be discussed, sev-

eral open questions and conjectures remain regarding the RNNPS and RTNNF/T.

One such question revolves around whether the RTNNF/T is a tree when constructed

on the PPP. The conjecture is that, in all dimensions, this point shift graph is a tree

on the PPP. Another question is whether the point map probability of this point shift

exists on the PPP, and how to compute the point map probability if it exists. Con-

sider a point shift f on a PP and the action of the semigroup of translations by −f
on probability distributions of counting measures that have a point at the origin. The

f -probabilities of the point process are then defined as the limits of the orbit of this

semigroup action on the Palm distribution of the PP. Answering these questions and

validating the conjecture would greatly contribute to our understanding of the algo-

rithm’s behavior.

Furthermore, in the RTNNF/T, one can define the following notion of distance for two

given points (species). It is defined as the smallest k such that they both belong to the

same k cluster. Additionally, evaluating the mean number of points in the descendant

(phylogenetic) tree of a typical point within the RNNF/T on the PPP provides valu-

able insights into the clustering structure and characteristics of the algorithm.
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Chapter

2
Introduction en Français

Cette thèse est composée de deux travaux sur les réseaux aléatoires. La première partie est

basée sur une prépublication disponible sur [1].

Un réseau aléatoire enraciné est considéré comme unimodulaire lorsque, d’un point de vue

heuristique, tout sommet a une probabilité égale d’être la racine. Pour définir rigoureuse-

ment ce concept pour les réseaux ayant un nombre infini de sommets, on suppose que le

réseau aléatoires enraciné satisfait le principe de transport de masse. La littérature a étudié

les propriétés des réseaux unimodulaires et des dynamiques covariantes sur ces réseaux ([2]

et [3]).

Cette thèse se concentre sur deux graphes aléatoires spécifiques qui sont associés à des al-

gorithmes stochastiques et elle étudie les propriétés de ces graphes en utilisant la notion

d’unimodularité. Le premier algorithme étudié est l’algorithme de couplage par le passé,

qui est utilisé pour l’échantillonnage parfait de la distribution stationnaire d’une chaîne de

Markov. Le second graphe aléatoire se rapporte à un modèle utilisé pour la classification

hiérarchique des données.

La thèse est structurée en deux parties distinctes. Un préliminaire, présenté dans le chapitre

3, fournit une base commune aux deux parties. Les résultats de chaque partie sont in-

dépendants et peuvent être lus séparément. Cette brève introduction donne un aperçu des

principaux thèmes explorés dans chaque partie.

I. Graphe de Doeblin

Soit {Xt}t∈N une chaîne de Markov avec un espace d’état dénombrable, S . Il est

bien connu que lorsque {Xt}t∈N est irréductible, apériodique et récurrente positive,

elle possède une distribution stationnaire unique. En revanche, lorsqu’elle est récur-

rente nulle, elle n’admet pas de distribution de probabilité stationnaire, mais elle a

une mesure stationnaire unique σ qui satisfait σ = σP avec σ(s∗) = 1, où P est la

matrice de probabilité de transition de la chaîne de Markov, et s∗ est un point fixe

arbitraire dans S .

On peut considérer une chaîne de Markov comme une dynamique sur des variables

aléatoires à valeurs S . Cette dynamique peut être écrite sous la forme de l’équation
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suivante 1

Xt+1 =
∑

x∈S

1{Xt=x}h(x, ξx
t ), (2.0.1)

où {ξx
t , x ∈ S }t∈Z est la source d’aléatoire, qui est supposée être i.i.d. pour dif-

férents t ∈ Z (voir la remarque 5.1.1) et telle que P[h(x, ξx
t ) = y] = pxy. Ici h

est une règle de mise à jour qui permet de construire la variable aléatoire au temps

t+ 1 à partir de celle au temps t. Lorsque {Xt}t∈Z est récurrente positive, l’équation

(2.0.1) a une solution stationnaire. Cela signifie qu’il existe une variable aléatoire

X , avec une distribution σ, et telle que X d= h(X, ξX
t ), avec d= signifiant l’égalité

en distribution. Dans le cas de la récurrence nulle, cette dynamique n’admet pas de

solution stationnaire.

Le graphe de Doeblin de {Xt} est un graphe aléatoire dont les sommets se trouvent

dans Z × S . Dans ce graphe, l’axe horizontal (axe Z) représente le temps et est

appelé axe du temps et l’axe vertical (axe S ), qui est appelé axe d’état, représente

l’espace d’état. Les arêtes du graphe de Doeblin sont définies à l’aide des probabilités

de transition de la chaîne de Markov : il existe une arête entre chaque sommet (t, x)
et le sommet (t + 1, h(x, ξx

t )), avec { ξx
t }x,t comme défini ci-dessus. Le graphe des

ponts par rapport à s∗ est l’union de tous les chemins du graphe de Doeblin à partir

de Z × {s∗}, où s∗ est un point fixe arbitraire dans S .

Il est démontré dans [4] que, pour une chaîne de Markov irréductible, apériodique et

récurrente positive avec une source d’aléatoire complètement indépendante (voir la

remarque 5.1.1), le graphe des ponts est presque sûrement un arbre. Cet arbre est à la

fois localement fini et unimodularisable, comme défini dans la Section 3.3 et discuté

dans la Sous-section 4.3. En utilisant la propriété unimodulaire, on montre que, dans

ce cas, il existe un unique chemin bi-infini dans ce graphe et que les points de ce

chemin bi-infini forment une séquence stationnaire dont la distribution marginale est

la distribution stationnaire.

Le premier objectif de la partie I de cette thèse est l’étude des propriétés du graphe des

ponts de Doeblin construit à partir d’une chaîne de Markov irréductible, apériodique

et récurrente nulle. Dans ce cas, on peut montrer que le graphe des ponts n’est pas

unimodularisable en général, qu’il peut être à la fois connecté (c’est alors un arbre)

ou non connecté (il s’agit alors d’une forêt composée d’un nombre infini d’arbres),

et qu’il ne contient aucun chemin bi-infini lorsqu’il est connecté ou lorsqu’il satisfait

à une condition supplémentaire donnée dans la Section 5.1. On montre également

que le graphe des ponts est localement unimodulaire. Plus précisément, il contient un

arbre aléatoire unimodulaire et une seule extrémité, le Recurrence Time EFF. Cela

1Une autre représentation de l’équation (2.0.1) est l’équation de récurrence stochastique Xt+1 = h(Xt, ξt).
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permet de montrer que le graphe des ponts contient également une seule extrémité

(voir la Section 5.3 pour plus de détails).

Dans le cas récurrent (à la fois positif et nul), deux dynamiques à valeurs mesures sont

définies sur le graphe des ponts, la dynamique tabou et la dynamique potentielle. Ces

dynamiques à valeurs mesures sont de la forme

Mt+1 = H(Mt, ξt), (2.0.2)

où pour chaque t, Mt est une mesure aléatoire sur S et ξt = {ξx
t }x∈S est identique

à ce qui est définie pour l’équation (2.0.1). La dynamique tabou et la dynamique

potentielle sont chacune définies par une règle de mise à jour H donnée dans la Sec-

tion 6.1. On montre que la dynamique tabou a un état stationnaire, dans l’espace

des mesures aléatoires sur S , appelé le processus ponctuel tabou. Un point clé est

que la mesure moyenne du processus du point tabou est égale à la mesure invariante

de la chaîne de Markov. La dynamique potentielle est également étudiée. Dans le

cas récurrent nul, cette dynamique possède aussi un état stationnaire dans l’espace

des mesures aléatoires sur S . Cette mesure aléatoire est appelée processus ponctuel

potentiel. Ce processus ponctuel est localement fini, mais sa mesure moyenne est

infinie. Ces deux processus ponctuels peuvent également être définis dans le cas

récurrent positif et leurs propriétés sont également discutées dans ce cas. Ce sont

donc des objets fondamentaux en ce sens qu’ils peuvent être définis pour toutes les

chaînes de Markov récurrentes à temps discret et à espace discret et invariant par

la dynamique de Markov. Comme on le verra, ils apportent des informations im-

portantes sur l’algorithme CFTP ainsi que des informations complémentaires sur les

deux mesures déterministes les plus importantes de la théorie des chaînes de Markov,

à savoir la mesure invariante et la mesure potentielle.

Après avoir étudié l’existence de régimes stationnaires pour ces dynamiques, leur

unicité est également discutée. Pour cela, ces dynamiques sont considérées comme

des chaînes de Markov sur l’espace des mesures de comptage localement finies sur

S , N (S ). On montre que les systèmes dynamiques introduits ci-dessus peuvent

avoir d’autres solutions stationnaires que celle construite sur le graphe des ponts de

la chaîne de Markov.

II. Regroupement sur des Processus Ponctuels

Le regroupement est une méthode populaire d’apprentissage non supervisé qui joue

un rôle important dans la science des données en tant qu’alternative à l’apprentissage

supervisé et qui ne nécessite pas de mécanismes de formation. Étant donné une

représentation des objets, le regroupement vise à identifier des groupes, ou grappes,

9
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sur la base d’une certaine mesure de similarité entre eux. En général, les objets sont

représentés par un nombre fini de points dans Rd.

Les algorithmes de regroupement peuvent être classés en deux grandes catégories :

le regroupement par affectation de points et le regroupement hiérarchique. Dans les

algorithmes d’affectation de points, certaines grappes sont prédéfinies, les points sont

considérés dans un certain ordre, et chacun d’entre eux est affecté à la grappe qui lui

convient le mieux. Le nombre de grappes est un paramètre important. L’algorithme

d’affectation de points le plus connu est l’algorithme des k-moyennes (voir [5] pour

la définition et les détails). Dans les algorithmes hiérarchiques, chaque point forme

d’abord sa propre grappe. Les grappes sont ensuite connectées/fusionnées sur la base

de leurs similitudes et forment de nouvelles grappes. Le processus de connexion et

de fusion des grappes est répété jusqu’à l’obtention d’une grappe unique à laquelle

tous les points appartiennent. La fonction utilisée pour mesurer les distances entre

les grappes est un élément clé de la classification hiérarchique. Il s’agit notamment

de la distance minimale (lien simple), de la distance de Hausdorff (lien complet), et

les distances entre centroïdes (voir [6], [7] et la sous-section 3.4 pour plus de détails).

L’objectif de la partie II est d’étudier les propriétés d’un algorithme de regroupement

naturel qui appartient essentiellement à la classe hiérarchique mais partage également

certaines caractéristiques de l’affectation de points. Une propriété importante de cet

algorithme, appelé Hierarchical Thinning Nearest Neighbor Clustering (HTNNC),

est qu’il permet de traiter des ensembles de données dénombrables, en particulier des

processus ponctuels de l’espace euclidien.

Nous présentons ici un aperçu concis de l’algorithme HTNNC. Dans l’algorithme

HTNNC, chaque grappe se connecte à sa grappe voisine la plus proche à chaque

étape hiérarchique. La distance considérée entre les grappes est appelée centroïde

(clustroïde)2. Au sein de chaque grappe, un ou plusieurs points représentatifs appelés

centroïdes (clustroïdes) sont sélectionnés pour représenter l’ensemble de la grappe.

La distance entre les grappes est calculée sur la base des distances entre leurs cen-

troïdes (clustroïdes) respectifs. L’idée clé de l’algorithme HTNNC réside dans la

sélection des clustroïdes. Le clustroïde d’une grappe est choisi comme la paire qui

realise la distance minimale dans la grappe.

Décrivons d’abord la nature hiérarchique de l’algorithme. Ceci est illustré dans le cas

où la pseudo-distance entre deux clustroïdes est la distance minimale entre les points

des deux clustroïdes.

Au niveau zéro, chaque point est relié au point voisin le plus proche. Sous des hy-

2Lorsque le point représentatif d’une grappe n’est pas précisément situé au centre des données de la grappe,
le terme clustroïde est employé à la place de la distance centroïde.
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pothèses naturelles, ceci définit une collection de composantes connectées finies ap-

pelées grappes d’ordre 0 sur l’ensemble des données. Chaque grappe est constituée

d’arbres dirigés, appelés arbres de sous-grappes d’ordre 0, qui sont connectés à un

cycle contenant une paire de points mutuellement les plus proches (MNN). Chacune

de ces paires est appelée cycle d’ordre 0 et les points appartiennent à un cycle d’ordre

0 de têtes de grappes d’ordre 0.

Considérez maintenant tous ces cycles d’ordre 0. Reliez chaque cycle d’ordre 0 au

cycle d’ordre 0 le plus proche (le plus proche pour la pseudo-distance ci-dessus).

Ceci définit une nouvelle collection d’arbres dirigés de cycles d’ordre 0, où chaque

arbre est connecté à un cycle contenant une paire de cycles d’ordre 0 qui sont MNN

pour cette pseudo-distance. Définissez le point de sortie d’un cycle d’ordre 0 comme

étant le point du cycle qui est le plus proche du cycle d’ordre 0 le plus proche. Pour

chaque point de sortie d’ordre 0, remplacez la connexion dirigée initiale vers l’autre

point de son propre cycle par une connexion dirigée vers le point le plus proche du

cycle d’ordre 0 le plus proche. Cesi définit un graphe orienté sur les têtes de grappe

d’ordre 0, avec à nouveau des composantes connectées finies. Chaque composante

connectée consiste en deux arbres dirigés qui sont connectés à un cycle contenant une

paire de têtes de grappe d’ordre 0, qui sont les voisins mutuels les plus proches pour la

pseudo-distance entre les cycles d’ordre 0. L’union de ce graphe orienté et des arbres

de sous-groupes d’ordre 0 définit les grappes d’ordre 1 sur l’ensemble des données.

Chacun de ces grappes contient une collection d’arbres dirigés appelés arbres de sous-

groupes d’ordre 1, où chaque arbre est connecté à un cycle de longueur 2 reliant deux

têtes de grappe d’ordre 0. La dernière paire est appelée un cycle d’ordre 1. L’union

ci-dessus consiste à accrocher chaque arbre de sous-grappe d’ordre 0 à une tête de

grappe d’ordre 0 appropriée, qui sera appelée point de passage.

En itérant cette procédure, on définit hiérarchiquement des têtes de grappes d’ordre

1 ou plus, ainsi que des grappes d’ordre 2 ou plus. Le résultat final est un arbre (ou

une forêt) où chaque tête de grappe d’ordre k est le point d’entrée d’un sous-arbre

de grappe descendant d’ordre k, composé de têtes de grappe d’ordre inférieur à k et

de points réguliers (un point est régulier s’il n’est pas une tête de grappe d’un ordre

quelconque).

Illustrons l’idée de base par un pseudo-exemple de classification des espèces. Sup-

posons que l’algorithme de classification s’appuie sur les données génétiques des

espèces et trouve d’abord le groupe d’espèces liées aux chevaux, qui comprend les

chevaux de labour, les chevaux de course, les poneys, les ânes, etc. et un arché-

type (têtes de grappe) pour ce groupe de chevaux défini comme la paire les voisins

mutuels les plus proches dans ce groupe d’ordre 0. D’autres grappes d’ordre 0 pour-

11
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raient par exemple être celles des moutons, avec là encore de nombreuses variantes

et une paire de têtes de grappe 0 qui est un archétype pour les moutons, ou celle des

vaches avec encore une autre paire, les voisins mutuels les plus proches, etc. Plutôt

que d’examiner la proximité de l’ensemble des chevaux et de l’ensemble des mou-

tons en fonction de la plus petite distance entre les deux ensembles d’espèces, comme

le feraient certains algorithmes, HTNNC examine les distances entre l’archétype des

chevaux, celui des moutons, celui des vaches, etc. sur la base de ces cycles d’ordre

0, il détermine ensuite une paire de têtes de groupe d’ordre 1, qui pourrait être celle

des mammifères, par exemple. Il faut ensuite itérer pour trouver, par exemple, les

vertébrés, etc.

Voici maintenant quelques observations sur le HTNNC. Il est défini comme un algo-

rithme hiérarchique. Toutefois, on peut également dire qu’il s’agit d’une affectation

de points basée sur le fait que les têtes de grappe d’un ordre donné sont en quelque

sorte prédéfinies par un mécanisme qui ne nécessite pas l’ensemble des données, mais

un ensemble de données suffisant qui est lié à l’ensemble des données de l’arbre pour

lequel il constitue un point de passage.

Pour tout k, les têtes de grappe (ou archétypes) de niveau k sont une fonction déter-

ministe de l’ensemble de données. Leur définition n’implique aucun élément aléa-

toire supplémentaire, comme c’est le cas, par exemple, pour les techniques basées

sur l’amincissement (thinning) des processus ponctuels décrites plus en détail dans la

Section 8.3.

Elle est applicable aux processus ponctuels infinis. En outre, l’utilisation de la pseudo-

distance entre les paires demande un effort de calcul limité, bien adapté aux grands

ensembles de données. Cette caractéristique distingue HTNNC d’autres algorithmes

connus de regroupement hiérarchique basés sur la distance, par exemple la chaîne du

plus proche voisin (nearest-neighbor chain) décrite dans la Section 3.4.

En outre, cet algorithme peut être parallélisé, en ce sens que l’on peut commencer

à construire les arbres dans deux régions séparées en parallèle, ce qui permet un

traitement plus rapide et une plus grande évolutivité. Il est adaptatif, en raison de la

nature de sa définition du clustroïde au sein de chaque grappe. Dans les algorithmes

de regroupement, l’adaptativité fait référence à la capacité d’ajuster dynamiquement

les paramètres ou le comportement en fonction des caractéristiques des données :

contrairement aux approches traditionnelles qui reposent sur des hypothèses concer-

nant le nombre de grappes ou les paramètres de densité, il construit des grappes de

manière autonome sans avoir besoin d’une initialisation explicite ou d’un ajustement

des paramètres. Le centroïde, défini comme la paire atteignant la distance minimale

au sein d’un grappe, s’adapte naturellement à la structure inhérente des données.

12
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Comme mentionné précédemment, l’objectif de cette partie dépasse l’introduction

d’un nouvel algorithme de classification hiérarchique. Il s’agit surtout d’analyser cet

algorithme agissant sur des processus ponctuels. Voici un résumé des résultats de

l’analyse.

Tout d’abord, cet algorithme est considéré sur le processus ponctuel de Poisson

(PPP). On montre que l’algorithme peut être défini comme une séquence de déplace-

ments de points (point shifts) sur le PPP, chaque déplacement de point représentant

une étape de l’algorithme (voir [8] et la Section 8.1 pour plus de détails). À chaque

étape, n, le déplacement de points donne un graphe dirigé aléatoire sur PPP, qui est

une forêt. Les forêts aléatoires résultantes sont des graphes unimodulaires (voir [2] et

la Section 3.3). On montrera que chaque étape contient une infinité de grappes finies

(arbres).

Lorsque n tend vers l’infini, on montrera qu’il existe un déplacement de point limite

(pour le convergence faible), qui sera appelé Recursive Thinning Nearest Neighbor

Point Shift (RTNN PS). Le graphe limite Pour la convergence locale faible (le graphe

de déplacement du point limite) est unimodulaire et est appelé Recursive Thinning

Nearest Neighbor Forest /Tree (RTNNF/T). RNNF/T donne une forêt ou un arbre in-

fini sur le PPP. Il sera démontré que l’arbre aléatoire infini contenant l’origine est à

une extrémité sur le PPP. Ce résultat est valable pour tout sous-processus ponctuel du

PPP ou tout processus ponctuel qui ne contient pas de chaîne descendante du second

ordre a.s. (voir les Sections 8.2 et 9.1 pour plus de détails).

Bien que ces résultats analytiques fournissent des informations précieuses qui seront

discutées, plusieurs questions et conjectures restent ouvertes concernant le RNNPS

et le RTNNF/T. L’une de ces questions consiste à savoir si le RTNNF/T est un arbre

lorsqu’il est construit sur le PPP. La conjecture est que, dans toutes les dimensions, ce

graphe de déplacement de points est un arbre sur le PPP. L’autre question est de savoir

si la probabilité de déplacement au point (point map probability) de ce déplacement

de point existe sur le PPP, et de calculer cette probabilité de déplacement au point si

elle existe. Considérons un déplacement de point f sur un PP et l’action du semi-

groupe des translations par −f sur les distributions de probabilité des mesures de

comptage qui ont un point à l’origine. Les f probabilités du processus ponctuel sont

alors définies comme les limites de l’orbite de l’action de ce semigroupe sur la distri-

bution de Palm du PP. Répondre à ces questions et valider la conjecture contribuerait

grandement à notre compréhension du comportement de l’algorithme.

En outre, dans RTNNF/T, on peut définir la notion suivante de distance pour deux

points (espèces) donnés. Elle est définie comme le plus petit k tel qu’ils appartien-

nent à la même k grappe. En outre, l’évaluation du nombre moyen de points dans

l’arbre descendant (phylogénétique) d’un point typique dans RNNF/T sur le PPP

13
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fournit des indications précieuses sur la structure de regroupement et les caractéris-

tiques de l’algorithme.

14
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3.1 Point Process

3.1.1 Introduction

In this section, we introduce the concept of a point process, which will be used throughout

the thesis. Let M be a locally compact, second countable, Hausdorff topological space, and

let B be the Borel σ-algebra on M . Let N be the set of all locally finite counting measures

on (M,B), i.e., any ϕ ∈ N can be written as a finite or countably infinite sum
∑

i δxi of

Dirac measures located at some points xi ∈ M . Let N be the σ-algebra onN generated by

the mapping ϕ → ϕ(B), where B ∈ B. This σ-algebra is the Borel σ-algebra with respect

to the vague topology on the space of counting measures.

A point process Φ is a measurable mapping from some probability space (Ω,F ,P)
to the measurable space (N,N ). The distribution of Φ is the probability measure PΦ on

(N,N ) obtained by taking the image of P under Φ. In this thesis, we only consider the

case where M = Rd.

The mean measure (or intensity measure) of Φ is a measure defined on (M,B) as

λ(B) = E(Φ(B)).
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Two concepts from the theory of point processes that will be used in this thesis are

the notion of stationarity and the Palm probability. The point process Φ (on Rd) is called

stationary if its finite-dimensional distributions are invariant under translations of Rd.

The Palm probability is defined on the point process Φ as follows: Fix a Borel subset B

of Rd with positive and finite Lebesgue measure ||B||. For all F ∈ N , define

P0(F ) = 1
λ(B)

∫ ∑
t∈Φ∩B

1{θtΦ ∈ F}P (dΦ), (3.1.1)

where θt is a measurable flow in Ω. We assume the measurable space (Ω,F ) is equipped

with a measurable flow θt : Ω → Ω for t ∈ Rd, i.e., a family of mappings such that

(ω, t) 7→ θtω is measurable. The flow satisfies θ0 being the identity on Ω, and for any

s, t ∈ Rd, θs ◦ θt = θs+t. The interpretation of P0 (or Px) is the conditional distribution of

point process given that fact that there is a point at the origin (at point x ∈ Rd). The Palm

probability needed in this thesis is contained in the refined Campbell theorem (see [9]).

Theorem 3.1.1 (Refined Campbell Theorem). Let Φ be a point process on Rd with mean

measure λ and Palm distribution Px, x ∈ Rd. For all non-negative measurable function f

on Rd ×N we have,

E
[∫

Rd
f(x,Φ)Φ(dx)

]
=

∫
Rd

∫
N
f(x0, µ)Px(dµ)λ(dx). (3.1.2)

A point process Φ is said to be a Poisson Point Process (PPP) of intensity Λ if p(ϕ(B) =
n) = eΛ(B)(Λ(B))n

n! for all bounded B ∈ B, and for disjoint {Bi}n
i=1 (Borel, bounded sets

of Rd) random variables (Φ(B1, ...,Φ(Bn)) are independent. About the Palm distribution

of PPP, Slyvniak’s Theorem says that a point process Φ with finite mean measure is Poisson

iff for λ-almost x ∈ Rd, Px = PΦ+δx .

3.1.2 Second order intensity measure of a Point Process

This subsection provides a review of the definition of the second order intensity measure of

a point process and its relation to inhibition and clustering. The local version of the intensity

measure is used to study the presence of local clustering or inhibition in a point process,

based on perfect samples obtained from it. This will be discussed further in Section 6.2.

For more details and result about the second order intensity measure, see [10].

Similar to the notion of covariance in a random variable, the second order intensity

measure measures the dependence between pairs of points in a point process. For a point

process Φ, the second order intensity measure can be written as follows:

λ2(x, y) = E[Φ(dx)Φ(dy)]
|dx||dy|

as |dx|, |dy| → 0. (3.1.3)

16
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Here, λ2(x, y) measures the expected number of points in the infinitesimal areas dx and

dy. Thus, the second order intensity measure provides information about the interaction

between points in a point process, such as clustering or inhibition.

In the stationary and isotropic point processes, Ψ, Ripley’s K-function is commonly

used to study the dependence between pairs of points. TheK-function is defined as follows:

K(r) = λ−1E[Number of extra points within distance r of a randomly chosen point],
(3.1.4)

where The parameter r represents the distance between the two points, and λ is the inten-

sity measure of the point process. Given ψ, a perfect sample of Ψ, with in a predefined

study area, A, if the number of observed data points is N , one can estimate K(r) with the

following function,

K(r) = |A|
N

1
N − 1

∑
i

∑
j ̸=i

1{d(Si, Sj) ≤ r} Si, Sj ∈ ψ. (3.1.5)

Here, d(Si, Sj) is the distance between points Si and Sj , and the sum is taken over all pairs

of points in the sample ϕ. In the case of a Poisson point process in R2, the K-function

simplifies to K(r) = πr2, which is known as complete spatial randomness. A value of

K(r) > πr2 indicates clustering, while a value of K(r) < πr2 indicates inhibition in the

point process. (See also [10] and [11] for more details.)

In the case of a non-homogeneous point process, the local K-function Kx(r) can be

used to measure the dependence between points. The local K-function is defined as:

Kx(r) = E [Φ(x− r, x+ r)|Φ(x) = 1]
E [Φ(x− r, x+ r)] . (3.1.6)

Here, Kx(r) measures the expected number of points in the annulus of radius r centered

at point x, given that there is a point at x. The denominator is the expected number of

points in the annulus without conditioning on the existence of a point at x. In the case of

a Poisson point process, the local K-function is constant and equal to 1 for all values of r.

If Kx(r) > 1 for some x ∈ Rd, then the point x is considered to be part of a cluster in the

point process. If Kx(r) < 1 for some, x ∈ Rd the point is considered as an inhibition point

in the point process.

Without the assumption of stationarity and isotropicity on point process Φ the local K

function can be estimated naturally if there exists a large enough number of sampling of Φ.

3.1.3 Descending Chain in Point Processes

This section provides a preliminary overview of Part II of the thesis. This section reviews

the definition and the results that exist about the existence of a descending chain in station-

17
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ary point processes. For seeing the details and more results, see [12], [13], and [14].

A descending chain in a point process is an infinite sequence of points in the process

for which the distances between consequensive points form a descending sequence. More

fomally, let Φ be a point process on (Rd, ρ), where ρ is a metric on Rd, and let {xn}n∈N be

an infinite sequence of points in Φ such that ρ(xi−1, xi) > ρ(xi, xi+1) for all i ≥ 1. Then

{xn}n∈N is a descending chain in Φ.

The existence of a descending chain is an important concept in point process theory. It

is related to other problems like percolation (see [14] and [12]), and existence of perfect

matching (see [13]) in stationary point processes.

In [12] it is shown that there exists no descending chain in Poisson Point Process in

Rd, for all d. In paper [14], Daley and Last show that for a much broader class of point

processes the result holds. This class includes Poisson cluster processes, Cox processes,

and Gibbs processes satisfying some exponential moment conditions. On the other hand,

the non-existence of a descending chain does not hold for all stationary point processes (see

example 3.4 of [14]).

Section 9.1 introduces another concept similar to the descending chain, called the "Sec-

ond Order Descending Chain." Additionally, it will be demonstrated that the Poisson point

process does not admit a second order descending chain. The proof of this fact is inspired

by the proof of non-existence of the descending chain in a class of point processes that sat-

isfy some factorial moment condition. Here the sketch of this proof is provided, borrowed

from [14] .

For any ϕ ∈ N (defined in Subsection 3.1.1) and n ∈ N, let ϕ(n) denote the set of all

(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ ϕn with pairwise different entries. Identify ϕ(n) with the measure

ϕ(n)(B) :=
∑

(x1,...,xn)∈ϕn

1((x1, . . . , xn) ∈ B), (B ∈ B((Rd)(n))).

Define the nth factorial moment measure of a point process Φ, on such a set B, by

α(n)(B) := E

 ∑
(x1,...,xn)∈Φn

1((x1, . . . , xn) ∈ B)


= E [Φ(B1)(Φ(B)1 − 1) . . . (Φ(B)1 − n+ 1)] if B = B

(n)
1 with B1 ∈ B(Rd).

Assume Φ is a stationary point process satisfying

α(n)(dx1, . . . , dxn) ≤ cndx1 . . . dxn (n ∈ N and c > 0) (3.1.7)

As an example, one can see that the PPP satisfies this condition with α(n)(dx1, . . . , dxn) =
λndx1 . . . dxn.

18
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Using inequality (3.1.7), one can bound the probability of a stationary point process Φ
being in the set Cn(b), which consists of all measures containing a finite descending chain

of points whose first point has norm at most b. Specifically, one can write

P (Φ ∈ Cn(b)) ≤ αn
∫

· · ·
∫

1(b ≥ |x1| ≥ |x2 − x1| ≥ · · · ≥ |xn − xn−1|)dx1 · · · dxn

= cn

n! (bdvd)n

→ 0 as n → ∞,

where vd is the volume of the unit ball in Rd. Consequently, we have P (Φ ∈ C(b)) = 0,

which implies that Φ almost surely contains no descending chain of points whose first point

has norm at most b. Importantly, this argument does not rely on any independence properties

of Φ.

3.2 Coupling

The concept of coupling of probability measures plays a central role in Part I of this thesis.

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the definition and key results related to

coupling. For a more detailed treatment of the topic, the interested reader is referred to

[15], [16], and [17].

Consider two probability distributions, P1 and P2, on some spaces S1 and S2, respec-

tively. A joint distribution, denoted by P1,2, on the product space S1 × S2 is said to be

a coupling of P1 and P2 if its marginal distributions are P1 and P2. In other words,

a coupling of two probability distributions preserves the individual distributions of each

distribution.

One common way to construct a coupling is by defining two random variables X1 and

X2, distributed according to P1 and P2, respectively, on a common probability space.

This allows us to define a joint distribution, denoted by P(X1, X2), that is a coupling of

P1 and P2.

One of the couplings used in the thesis is the monotone coupling of probability mea-

sures. Let S be a set with partial order ⪯, and let ν and µ be two probability measures

on S. We say that ν stochastically dominates µ, denoted by µ ⪯ ν, if Eµ(f) ≤ Eν(f)
for all increasing f : S → R. When S is a subset of R, this definition is equivalent

to µ(t,∞) ≤ ν(t,∞) for all t ∈ R. The monotone coupling theorem, also known as

Strassen’s theorem (1965), provides an important result about the coupling of two proba-

bility measures.

Theorem 3.2.1 (Strassen 1965). Suppose that S is a Polish space equipped with a partial

order. Two probability measures µ and ν on S satisfy µ ≤ ν if and only if there exists an

19
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S × S-valued random element (X,Y ) such that X has distribution µ, Y has distribution

ν, and P (X ≤ Y ) = 1.

Let S be a set with a countable partial order ⪯, and consider a Markov chain {Zt}t≥0

on S with transition probabilities P . We call this Markov chain a monotone chain if Pf

is an increasing function whenever f is increasing. Here Pf(x) = E [f(X)], where X is

a random variable with distribution P (x, .). The definition of a monotone Markov chain is

equivalent to the existence of a coupling (X,Y ) of P (x, .) and P (y, .) satisfying X ≤ Y

for every comparable x, y ∈ S.

In this thesis, the state spaces considered are Z or N. In this case where the Markov

chain is monotone, there exists a complete monotone coupling for the Markov chain, which

is a coupling (Xi)i∈Z between all the states of the state space of the Markov chain, i.e., Z,

such that for all j < k, Xj ≤ Xk where Xi ∼ P (i, .) for all i ∈ Z. The coupling (Xi)i∈Z

can be defined as follows:

ϕi(u) := inf
t

{Fi(t) ≥ u}, (3.2.1)

where Fi(t) = P (i, (−∞, t)). Let Xi = ϕi(U), where U is uniform on (0, 1). Then

(Xi)i∈Z is a monotone coupling.

3.3 Unimodular Networks

The theory of unimodular networks is central to both parts I and II of the thesis. This

chapter presents the primary definitions and theorems that are relevant to multiple chapters.

For a more detailed explanation of random networks and unimodularity, see [2] and [3].

3.3.1 Introduction

A network is a graphG = (V,E) equipped with a complete separable metric space Ξ called

the mark space, and two maps from v, and {(v, e), v ∈ V, e ∈ E, v ∼ e} to Ξ, where ∼
denotes the adjacent vertices or edges. The image of v (resp. (v, e)) in Ξ is called its mark.

Note that the graphs and directed graphs are special cases of networks. Unless otherwise

stated, networks are considered to be connected and locally finite, indicating that the degree

of each vertex is finite.

An isomorphism between two networks is a graph isomorphism that preserves the

marks. A rooted network is represented by a pair (G, o) where G is a network and o is

a distinguished vertex of G, called root. Similarly, a doubly rooted network (G, o, v) is a

network with a pair of distinguished vertices. Let G denote the set of isomorphism class of

connected and locally finite networks, and G ∗ (resp. G ∗∗ ) be the set of isomorphism class

of (resp. doubly) rooted networks. The isomorphism class of a network G (rep. (G, o) or

20
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(G, o, v)) is denoted by [G] (resp. [G, o] or [G, o, v]). The sets G ∗, and G ∗∗ can be equipped

with a metric and its Borel sigma field (see [2]). The distance between (G, o) and (G′, o′) is

2−α, where α is the supremum of those r such that there is a rooted isomorphism between

Nr(G, o) and Nr(G′, o′) such that the distance of the marks of the corresponding elements

is at most 1
r . The distance on G ∗∗ is defined similarly. So G ∗ and G ∗∗ are complete sep-

arable non compact metric spaces. Borel measurable subsets of G ∗ and G ∗∗ and Borel

measurable functions on G ∗ and G ∗∗ are roughly speaking those which can be determined

by looking only at the finite neighborhood of the root or roots. For example, the degree of

the root or roots are Borel measurable functions. A random network is a random element

in G ∗, that is, a measurable function from some probability space (Ω,F ,P) to G ∗. This

function will be denoted by [G,o] with bold symbols.

3.3.2 Unimodular Networks

A random network [G,o] is unimodular if for all measurable functions g : G ∗∗ → R≥0, the

following mass transport principle holds,

E[
∑

v∈V (G)
g[G, o, v]] = E[

∑
v∈V (G)

g[G, v, o]]. (3.3.1)

A probability measure on G ∗ is referred to as unimodular if, when considered as a random

network, it results in a unimodular network.

A simple example of a unimodular network is when the graph G is deterministic, con-

nected, and finite. In this case, [G, o] is unimodular if and only if o is chosen uniformly

from V (G) (see [2]). Another example of a unimodular graph is (Z, 0), where Z is the in-

teger graph with vertices corresponding to integers and edges connecting adjacent vertices.

If a unimodular graph is enriched with i.i.d. marks on its vertices or edges, the resulting

network is still unimodular (Lemma 4 in [2]). Therefore, the i.i.d. mark of Z rooted at 0 is

unimodular. This example will be used later.

A lemma that will be used in the later chapters is the so called No Infinite/Finite In-

clusion lemma from [3] paper. Before discussing this lemma, we need to introduce some

definitions.

A covariant subset of the set of vertices is a map S that associates to each network G

a set S(G) ⊆ V (G), which is covariant under network isomorphisms, and such that the

function [G, o] → 1o∈SG
is measurable. A map Π, which associates a partition ΠG of

V (G) to each network G, is a covariant vertex partition if the partition ΠG is covariant

under network isomorphisms, and the subset {[G, o, s] : s ∈ ΠG(o)} is well-defined and

measurable, where ΠG(o) is the element of ΠG that contains o. The lemma is as follows:

Lemma 3.3.1 (No Infinite/Finite Inclusion, Lemma 2.11 in [3]). Let [G,o] be a unimodular
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network, Π a covariant partition, and S a covariant subset. Almost surely, there is no

infinite element E of ΠG such that E ∩ SG is finite and non-empty.

The important theorem that will be used in both part of the thesis is the Foil Classi-

fication in Unimodular Networks from [3] paper. To state it the following definitions are

needed. A covariant vertex-shift (vertex shift) is a map f which associates to each net-

work G a function fG : V (G) → V (G) which is covariant under isomorphisms and the

well-defined function [G, o, s] → 1{fG(o)=s} on G ∗∗ is measurable.

Given a network G and an arbitrary vertex-shift f , let ∼f be the equivalence relation

on V (G) such that ∼f if and only if there exists an integer n such that fn(x) = fn(y).

Each equivalence class of ∼f is called a foil, and the partition of V (G) generated by the

foils is called the f -foliation of G. The f -graph of G, denoted by Gf , is a directed graph

with vertices V (G) and directed edges (x, f(x)) for each vertex x in V (G). Directed paths

and directed cycles in Gf are called f -paths and f -cycles, respectively. Considering an

acyclic connected component in Gf , the foils can be given a total order such that each

foil L is older than f−n(L) for any n > 0. A connected component of Gf may have a

youngest foil, which is a foil L such that f−1(L) = ∅ . For x ∈ V (G) and n ≥ 0, let

Dn(x) := f−n(x) = {y ∈ V (G) : fn(y) = x}, and let dn(x) := #Dn(x). Similarly,

define D(x) := ∪∞
n=1Dn(x). The sequence of sets fn(V (G)) is decreasing in n. Its limit

is denoted by f∞(V (G)). For a connected component C of Gf , define f∞(C) as the set

of vertices x ∈ C such that Dn(x) is non-empty for all n ≥ 0. The following is the

classification theorem from [3]. Foil Classification in Unimodular Networks, Theorem 3.10

in [3]] Let [G,o] be a unimodular network and f be a vertex-shift. Almost surely, every

vertex has finite degree in the graph Gf . In addition, each component C of Gf has at most

two ends, and it belongs to one of the following three classes:

• Class F/F : C and all its foils are finite. If n = n(C) is the number of foils in C,

then

– C has a unique f -cycle and its length is n;

– f∞
G (C) is the set of vertices of the cycle;

– Each foil of C contains exactly one vertex of the cycle.

• Class I /F : C is infinite but all its foils are finite. In this case,

– The (undirected) f -graph on C is a tree;

– There is a unique bi-infinite f -path in C, each foil in C contain exactly one

vertex of the path, and f∞
G (C) coincides with the set of vertices of the path;

– The order of the foils of C is of type Z; that is, there is no youngest foil in C.
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• Class I /I : C and all foils of C are infinite. In this case,

– The (undirected) f -graph on C is a tree;

– C has one end, there is no bi-infinite f-path in C, D(v) is finite for every vertex

v ∈ C, and f∞
G (C) = ∅;

– The order of the foils of C is of type N or Z, that is, there may or may not be a

youngest foil in C.

Another definition that will be used in multiple chapters is the notion of Eternal Family

Tree/Forest. A Family Tree/Forest is a specific type of directed tree/forest, where each

vertex has at most one outgoing edge. The parent of a vertex v is the unique vertex w that it

points to, denoted as F (v) = w. Note that some vertices may not have a parent. When every

vertex has exactly one outgoing edge, the tree is referred to as an Eternal Family Tree/Forest

(EFT/EFF). The Family Trees are in one-to-one correspondence with undirected trees with

a selected vertex or end. A rooted Family Tree define in a same way as unimoduar graph,

which root may or may not have a parent. In the case of an Eternal Family Tree where F

is defined for all vertices, F is a covariant vertex-shift and the graph T is identical to its

F -graph.

T , T ∗, and T ∗∗ represent sets of isomorphism classes of Family Trees, and they form

closed subspaces of G ∗ and G ∗∗, respectively, in a suitable mark space. A random rooted

Family Tree (FT) is a random network that almost surely belongs to T ∗. Unimodular FT

is defined as in the definition of unimodular networks.

For example, a tree with one end can be considered an EFT by directing the edge from

a vertex v toward the neighbor in the unique semi-infinite path that starts at v and passes

through the end.

3.3.3 Local Unimodularity

Tom Hutchcroft introduced the concept of local unimodularity in random networks in his

paper [18]. Let G ∗
L be the set of isomorphism classes of triples (G,A, o), where (G, o)

is a rooted network, and A is a distinguished subset of vertices, V (G). We denote the

isomorphism class of the triple (G,A, o) by [G,A, o]. The local topology on G ∗
L is defined

similarly to that of G ∗. Specifically, two classes of triple networks, [G,A, o] and [G′, A′, o′],
are considered to be close in the local topology if there exists a large r and a rooted isomor-

phism from Nr(G, o) to Nr(G′, o′) such that the intersection of A′ with the Nr(G′, o′) is

equal to the image, under the isomorphism, of the restriction of A to the r-ball around o.

Similarly, the set of isomorphism classes G ∗∗
L of quadruples (G,A, o, v), where (G, o, v) is

a doubly rooted network and A is a distinguished subset of vertices, is defined in the same

way.
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A random triple network [G,A,o] is said to be locally unimodular if, for all measurable

functions g : G ∗∗
L → R≥0, o ∈ A almost surely, and

E[
∑
v∈A

g[G, A, o, v]] = E[
∑
v∈A

g[G, A, v, o]]. (3.3.2)

To see an example, consider an arbitrary connected, locally finite graph G with a finite

set of vertices A. If o is a random vertex that is uniformly chosen from A, then the resulting

triple (G,A, o) is locally unimodular.

In Section 5.2, the Renewal EFT (EFF) graph will be introduced. This graph will be

constructed from another random graph called the Renewal Bridge Graph. Using the def-

inition of local unimodularity in random networks, it will be shown that the null recurrent

Bridge graph is unimodular on the vertices that are contained in the Renewal EFT (EFF).

3.4 Clustering Algorithms

Part II of this thesis introduces a clustering model for points called the "Hierarchical Mutual

Nearest Neighbor Chain (HMNNC)." This section includes a discussion of preliminary

clustering methods for (data) points. For further details on this topic, please refer to [5],

[6], and [7].

Clustering is the process of grouping a collection of (data) points into "clusters" based

on a distance measure, such that the points in the same cluster have a small distance from

one another. Clustering algorithms typically assume that the data set, i.e., the set of points,

is a finite set, and that the points are located in Euclidean space. In this section, unless

otherwise specified, we consider the data set to be a set of points X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} in

Rd.

A key function in clustering algorithms is the distance function used to measure the

distance between clusters. Popular metrics include:

• Minimum Distance (Single Linkage): Given two clustersA andB, the minimum dis-

tance function between them, denoted d1, is defined as d1(A,B) = mina∈A,b∈B d(a, b),

where d(a, b) is the Euclidean distance between points a and b.

• Maximum Distance (Complete Linkage): In the complete linkage function, the dis-

tance function between clusters A and B, denoted d2, is defined as d2(A,B) =
maxa∈A,b∈B d(a, b), where d(a, b) is the Euclidean distance between points a and b.

• Centroid (Clustroid) distance: The centroid distance between two clusters A and B

is defined as the distance between the center point of A and B. The term "centroid"

typically refers to the average of the points within the cluster, or the point in the

cluster that is nearest to the average. However, there are cases where it is necessary
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to represent a cluster with a point that is not related to the center of the cluster. In such

cases, people use the term "clustroid" instead of centroid and consider the distance

between clustroids as the distance between clusters.

Clustering algorithms can be broadly categorized into two fundamentally different strate-

gies: Point Assignment and Hierarchical Clustering.

In Point Assignment algorithms, the algorithm starts with a short phase in which ini-

tial clusters are estimated. Then the points are considered in some order, and each one is

assigned to the cluster that it best fits. The best-known point assignment algorithm is the

K-mean algorithm.

Example 3.4.1 (K-mean algorithm). Let the dataset X = x1, x2, ..., xn be given. The K-

mean algorithm assumes that the number of clusters is known and is equal to K. This K

can be optimized by some trial and error approach. Next, using some approach that is not

discussed here, K points in X are initialized as the representatives or centroids of the K

clusters. In the main step of the algorithm, each point in X other than the K selected points

is considered and assigned to the closest cluster, where "closest" means by the centroid

distance. When all the points are assigned to the clusters, the centroid of each cluster

is updated by the points that are in the cluster, and the points are reassigned to the new

centroids. This procedure continues until updating the centroids of the clusters does not

change them.

On the other hand, Hierarchical Clustering algorithms build a hierarchy of clusters from

the bottom up or from the top down. There are two main types of hierarchical clustering:

Agglomerative and Divisive. In Agglomerative clustering, each data point starts as its own

cluster, and then pairs of clusters are iteratively merged into larger clusters until a stopping

criterion is met or until there is only one cluster left. In Divisive clustering, all data points

start in one cluster, and then the algorithm recursively splits the clusters into smaller ones

until a stopping criterion is met. The HMNNC algorithm proposed in this thesis is an

example of agglomerative hierarchical clustering. Here the Mutual Nearest Neighbor Chain

algorithm, which is a known agglomerative hierarchical clustering and is related to our

algorithm is reviewed.

Example 3.4.2 (Nearest Neighbor Chain Algorithm). The nearest neighbor chain (NNC)

algorithm was proposed in the 1980s ([19], [20]) as a way to speed up certain hierarchical

clustering algorithms. NNC is defined for a finite number of points, letX = x0, x1, ..., xn ∈
Rd be a set of n points. Consider each point inX as a singleton cluster. The algorithm starts

with an arbitrary cluster, say xj0 . From xj0 , the chain C = xj0 , xj1 , xj2 , ... is constructed,

where xjk
is the nearest neighbor of xjk−1 with respect to a distance previously chosen

between the clusters. Consequently, the distances between the consecutive clusters in the
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chain keep decreasing until the chain reaches mutual nearest neighbor (MNN) pairs. The

MNN pairs merge to form a new cluster, which is then removed from the chain C. The

procedure continues from the last cluster that is in chain C. When all the clusters in chain

C are removed, a new random cluster is chosen, and the process repeats until only one

single cluster remains (or a stopping criterion is met).
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Doeblin Graph
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Summary

Here is a summary of Part I of the thesis. Chapter 4 reviews the definition of the Deoblin

Graph, Bridge Graph, and its properties in the case where it is constructed from an irre-

ducible, aperiodic, and positive recurrent MC. The definition and the results in this chapter

are from paper [4]. Sections 5, 6, and 7 are our new results that are also available in [1].

Section 5.1 contains the main definitions and results, whereas the other subsections

gather the proofs. All the results are first established in a simple example, called the Re-

newal Markov Chain. They are then extended to the general null recurrent MC. Subsection

5.2 introduces this simple example of null recurrent Markov Chain and the Renewal Bridge

Graph constructed from this MC. Then a random graph on Z, called the Renewal Eternal

Family Tree (Forest) is introduced. It will be shown that this random graph can be con-

nected and form a tree, or disconnected and form a forest. For the definition of Eternal

Family Trees, see [3]. Then other properties of the Renewal EFT, such as its unimodularity,

are proved.

In Subsection 5.2.3, a coupling between the Renewal Bridge Graph and the Renewal EFT

is defined. This coupling helps one study the properties of the Renewal Bridge Graph using

the properties of the Renewal EFT. One of the important properties of the Bridge Graph in

the positive recurrent case is the existence of a unique bi-recurrent path as mentioned above.

The intersection of this path with time zero is the perfect sample in this case. We will see

that this type of path does not exist in the null recurrent Renewal Bridge Graph.

Section 5.3 considers the general null recurrent Markov Chain. It is shown that the struc-

tural properties established for the simple example hold for the general Bridge Graphs.

Chapter 6 defines dynamics on the Bridge Graph and studies the properties of these random

dynamics. Section 6.1 considers the Taboo and Potential Dynamics on the Bridge Graph

and studies their properties. The Taboo PP is introduced in this section and strongly relates

to the unique invariant measure of the null recurrent Markov Chain (Theorem 5.2.3). The

constructibility of the Taboo and Potential PPs is also discussed. These random measures

have infinite support, and due to their definition on the Bridge Graph, it becomes apparent

that the entire measure relies on infinite information from the Bridge Graph. Consequently,

these measures are not globally constructible. However, it will be shown that they are lo-

cally finitely constructible, meaning that the mass of the measure at each point depends only
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on an almost surely finite subgraph of the Bridge Graph. Nonetheless, this does not imply

universal algorithmic constructibility or the practical determination of this finite subgraph

in all cases. It signifies that there are scenarios where finding a stopping time in the Bridge

Graph connected to the mass of a point in these measures may not always be possible. This

algorithmic constructibility, however, holds in cases where {Xt}t∈N is monotone., allowing

for perfect sampling from the Taboo and Potential PPs. To provide further intuition, in cases

where paths that construct the Bridge Graph are coupled monotonically, the monotonicity

property ensures that the points in the supports of the Taboo PP (or Potential PP) appear in

the Bridge Graph in a specific order (from small to large). When a new point of the measure

is observed in the Bridge Graph, it indicates that the masses of the smaller points have been

completely constructed. A concrete example pertaining to queuing theory is also discussed

in detail in Section 6.2. The GI/GI/1 queue allows one to illustrate the meaning and the

practical interest of these two point processes.

Section 6.3, considers the properties of the two point processes when the MC is positive

recurrent. For the Taboo PP, the connection between perfect sampling in the CFTP sense,

and the one obtained using the definition of the TPP is discussed. The properties of the

Potential PP in the positive recurrent case are also considered. This section also gives some

results about the properties of these two dynamics in more general state spaces. Instead of

considering these dynamics on the Bridge Graph, they are regarded as Markov Chains on

the space of the random measures on S. Chapter 7 gives some results about the properties

of these dynamics in more general state spaces. Instead of considering these dynamics on

the Bridge Graph, they are regarded as Markov Chains on the space of the random measures

on S.
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Chapter

4
Doeblin Graph and Bridge
Graph

Résumé: Ce chapitre traite de l’algorithme Couplage du Passé (CFTP), qui génère un échan-

tillon parfait à partir de la distribution stationnaire d’une chaîne de Markov. Il exploite le

couplage de Doeblin, créant un graphe dirigé aléatoire appelé le Graphe de Doeblin. La

première partie de la thèse explore les propriétés de ce graphe pour un espace d’états dé-

nombrable, des chaînes de Markov apériodiques, irréductibles et récurrentes nulles.
Ce chapitre se concentre sur les chaînes de Markov récurrentes positives, mettant en

lumière le Graphe de Doeblin unimodularisable et un chemin bi-récurrent unique, dont les
sommets servent d’échantillons parfaits de la distribution stationnaire. Le chapitre fournit
des définitions précises du Graphe de Pont et du Graphe de Doeblin, examinant leurs
propriétés dans les chaînes de Markov récurrentes positives.
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4.1 Introduction

The coupling from the past (CFTP) algorithm is a method designed by Propp and Wilson in

[21] used to generate a perfect sample from the stationary distribution π of an irreducible

and aperiodic Markov Chain on a finite state space. It accomplishes this by utilizing a

family of copies of Markov Chains started in all possible states at all possible times and

merging them when they meet. This coupling of the chains is known as Doeblin coupling.

This procedure results a random directed graph called the Doeblin Graph of the Markov

Chain. The study of this graph is a by-product of research on perfect simulation.

In the framework of stochastically recursive sequences (SRS), introduced by Borokov and

Foss in [22] and [23], Markov chains are a special case. The existence of a stationary ver-
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sion of an SRS to which non-stationary versions converge in a certain sense was established

in their work. The CFTP algorithm, introduced by Propp and Wilson in [21], was developed

to obtain samples from the stationary distribution of a Markov Chain in finite state space,

and can be viewed as a specialization of the general idea of [22] for SRS to the Markov

Chain case. Foss and Tweedie in [24] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for the

CFTP algorithm to converge.

The Doeblin Graph is used extensively in the first part of this thesis. It is noteworthy that

the definition of the Doeblin Graph requires no initial assumption on the Markov Chain that

it is constructed from, and therefore can be defined for any Markov Chain. The objective of

the first part of this thesis is to investigate its properties in the case where the state space of

the Markov Chain is countable and the MC is aperiodic, irreducible, and null recurrent.

In [4], the properties of the Doeblin Graph were studied in the case where the state

space of the Markov Chain is countable and the MC is aperiodic, irreducible, and positive

recurrent. The most important properties are the fact that this graph is unimodularizable and

the existence of a unique bi-recurrent path {βt}t∈Z. The bi-recurrent path is a path such that

the number of times that it meets each state x in the state space, in both positive and negative

times, is infinite a.s. Based on this definition, when a random path is bi-recurrent, it is bi-

infinite. The existence of a bi-recurrent path is established from the unimodularizability of

the positive recurrent Bridge Graph in the sense of [2]. The importance of the bi-recurrent

path is that the vertices belonging to this path are distributed as the stationary distribution

of the MC from which the Bridge Graph was constructed. So each vertex in this path can

be considered as a perfect sample of the stationary distribution of the MC.

In this chapter, Section 4.2 provides the precise definition of the Bridge Graph and the

Doeblin Graph, while Section 4.3 reviews the results regarding the properties of the Doeblin

Graph and the Bridge Graph in the case where it is constructed by a positive recurrent

Markov Chain.

4.2 Definition

Let {Xt}t∈N be a Markov chain on a state space S . Here S is considered to be a countable

set. As already mentioned in the introduction, the Doeblin Graph is a random graph con-

structed from the Markov Chain and the SRS framework will be used. The vertices of the

Doeblin Graph are Σ = Z × S . The first component of the vertices is considered as time,

and hence the horizontal axis will be referred to as the time axis. The second component

corresponds to the state of the vertices, and hence the vertical axis will be referred to as

the state axis. There is an identically distributed and independent source of randomness

{ξx
t , x ∈ S }t∈Z, with ξx

t ∈ Ξ = [0, 1] such that {ξx
t } is independent of the initial distribu-
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tion of {Xt}t∈N. The function h : S × Ξ → S defines the transitions between the states

of S . In addition, h satisfies P (h(x, ξx
t ) = y) = px,y for all x, y ∈ S . The edges of the

Doeblin Graph, DX , are directed edges which are defined from a vertex (x, t) at time t, to

a vertex at time t+ 1, through the random map

(t, x) 7→ (t+ 1, h(x, ξx
t )). (4.2.1)

Consider the subgraph of the Doeblin Graph of X that contains those vertices which are in

the union of the trajectories starting from all (t, s∗), t ∈ Z. This gives a subgraph of the

Doeblin Graph called the (Doeblin) Bridge Graph, BX . Here s∗ is a fixed arbitrary state

in S .

Example 4.2.1. Consider the lazy random walk, W, defined on the state space S = Z, with

the following transition probabilities: the walk stays at the current state, i, with probability

1/3, and moves to each neighbor of i, i.e., i + 1 or i − 1, at random with probability 1/3.

Then, one can consider the Doeblin Graph of W , constructed from the driving sequence

{ξy
t , y ∈ Z}t∈Z, and the transition function h, where {ξy

t , y ∈ Z} are maximally coupled

for a given t, i.e., at each time t, for all i, ξi
t = ξ0

t , and for all i the transition h(i, ξi
t) =

h(i, ξ0
t ) = i + h(0, ξ0

t ). In this example, one can show that the Bridge Graph of this lazy

random walk coincides with its Doeblin Graph (see Figure 4.1).

0
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-4

1

2

3

4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 80-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8

Figure 4.1: The maximally coupled Doeblin Graph and Bridge Graph of lazy random walk
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4.3 Properties in the Positive Recurrent Case

This section reviews the main properties of the Doeblin Graph and Bridge Graph con-

structed from an irreducible, aperiodic, positive recurrent Markov chain (MC). The case

under study is discussed in the paper by Baccelli et al. [4]. We will now review the main

properties presented in that paper. In the following chapters, we will compare and contrast

this case with the case where the MC is irreducible, aperiodic, and null recurrent.

First, it is important to note that the Doeblin Graph D is acyclic as an undirected graph. This

is because all outgoing edges point forward by one unit in time, and each vertex has only

one outgoing edge. Therefore, the Bridge Graph, being a subgraph of the Doeblin Graph,

is also acyclic. Both of these graphs can be represented as trees or forests. The following

results pertain to the connected components of these graphs.

Proposition 4.3.1 (Proposition 2.3 in [4]). Let X be a MC with transition probabilities P,

where P is irreducible and positive recurrent with period d. Suppose DX is the Doeblin

graph constructed from, X which has fully independent transitions. Then, almost surely,

DX has d connected components. In particular, if P is irreducible, aperiodic, and positive

recurrent, then DX is a tree.

Lemma 4.3.2 (Lemma 2.11 in [4]). LetX be a MC with transition probabilities P, where P
is irreducible, aperiodic, and positive recurrent. If u, v ∈ V (D) are in the same connected

component of DX , they are also in the same connected component of BX .

These results indicate that in the case of an irreducible, aperiodic, and positive recurrent

MC X , both the Bridge Graph and the Doeblin Graph constructed from X are trees. The

condition thatDX is a tree is generally equivalent to the strong coupling convergence [[22],

[23]] of the path starting from the state (0, x∗) ∈ Z × S to a stationary version of the

stochastic recursive sequence (SRS).

From this point onward, we will focus exclusively on the case where the MC is irreducible,

aperiodic, and positive recurrent.

Another important property is the unimodularizability of the Bridge Graph. A random

graph G is called unimodularizable when it is possible to choose a root o from the set of

vertices V (G) such that (G, o) is unimodular, as defined in [2](see also Section 3.3).

Theorem 4.3.3 (Theorem 4.1 in [4]). The Bridge Graph constructed from an irreducible,

aperiodic, and positive recurrent Markov chain is unimodularizable.

One key property that helps prove unimodularizability is that the intersection of the

Bridge Graph with the time axis is almost surely finite with finite expectation. Roughly

speaking, if we consider the intersection of the Bridge Graph with time zero, denoted as
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B0
X , and choose a vertex o uniformly from B0

X , then (BX , o) becomes unimodular.

One can naturally define the vertex shift f0 on BX . For each (x, t) ∈ V (BX), consider

the unit directed edge that starts from (x, t) and goes to (y, t + 1). Then define f0(x, t) =
(y, t + 1). With this definition, the f0-graph of BX coincides with BX . It is known that

there is only one connected component in BX . Using the foil classification theorem in

unimodular networks (see Theorem 3.3.2), BX belongs to one of the classes F/F , I /F ,

or I /I .

Lemma 4.3.4 (See Section 4.2 in [4]). Let the Markov chain X = {Xt}t∈N be irreducible,

aperiodic, positive recurrent and consider the vertex shift f0 on BX , the Bridge Graph of

the vertex x∗. The Bridge Graph BX belongs to the I /F class of the Foil Classification

Theorem in unimodular networks.

As explained in Section 3.3, according to Theorem 3.3.2, the connected component of

the I /F class, in unimodular networks, has the property of containing a unique bi-infinite

path. Therefore, there exists a unique bi-infinite path in BX . The following theorem states

the properties of this unique bi-infinite path.

Theorem 4.3.5 (See Section 4.2 in [4]). Suppose DX is the Doeblin Graph constructed

from an irreducible, aperiodic, positive recurrent Markov Chain {Xn}n∈N, and BX is the

Bridge Graph of the vertex x∗. The Bridge Graph BX contains a unique bi-infinite path

(βt)t∈Z. This path is uniquely bi-recurrent for the state x∗ (and every x ∈ S ) in DX ,

meaning that the set t ∈ Z : xt = x∗ is unbounded both above and below. Moreover, the

path (βt)t∈Z is stationary.

Theorem 4.3.5 shows that similar to the standard CFTP setup, there exists a β0 at time

0 in D0 that is a perfect sample from the stationary distribution of the Markov chain. How-

ever, unlike in the standard CFTP setup, it is not known whether there is an algorithm that

can find β0 in finite time.
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5
Null recurrent Bridge Graph

Résumé: La Section 5.1 contient les principales définitions et résultats, tandis que les autres

sous-sections regroupent les démonstrations. Tous les résultats sont d’abord établis dans un

exemple simple, appelé la Chaîne de Markov de Renouvellement. Ils sont ensuite étendus à

la chaîne de Markov générale à récurrence nulle. La sous-section 5.2 introduit cet exemple

simple de chaîne de Markov à récurrence nulle, ainsi que le Graphe de Pont de Renouvelle-

ment construit à partir de cette chaîne. Ensuite, un graphe aléatoire sur Z, appelé l’Arbre

(Forêt) Familiale Éternelle de Renouvellement, est présenté. Il sera démontré que ce graphe

aléatoire peut être connecté pour former un arbre, ou déconnecté pour former une forêt. En-

suite, d’autres propriétés de l’arbre (forêt) familiale éternelle de renouvellement, telles que

son unimodularité, sont prouvées.

Dans la sous-section 5.2.3, un couplage entre le graphe de pont de renouvellement et

l’arbre (forêt) familiale éternelle de Renouvellement est défini. Ce couplage aide à étudier

les propriétés du graphe de pont de renouvellement en utilisant les propriétés de l’arbre

(forêt) familiale éternelle de renouvellement. Une des propriétés importantes du graphe de

pont dans le cas récurrent positif est l’existence d’un unique chemin bi-récurrent, comme

mentionné ci-dessus. L’intersection de ce chemin au temps zéro est l’échantillon parfait

dans ce cas. Nous verrons que ce type de chemin n’existe pas dans le graphe de pont de

renouvellement à récurrence nulle.
La Section 5.3 concerne la chaîne de Markov générale à récurrence nulle. On montre

que les propriétés structurelles établies pour l’exemple simple s’appliquent aux graphe de
ponts généraux.
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5.3.1 Properties of the Recurrence Time EFF and the Null Recurrent
Bridge Graph . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52

5.1 Main Definition and Results

Consider a Markov Chain X = {Xt}t∈N defined on a probability space (Ω,F ,P) with a

countable state space S and transition probabilities P = (px,y)x,y∈S . As mentioned in the

introduction, two different dynamics are considered on the random counting measures or

point processes with multiplicity on S , satisfying (1.0.2).

The first dynamics is the Taboo Dynamics, denoted byHT which is defined with respect to

a reference point s∗ ∈ S . It is defined by MT
t+1 = HT (Mt, ξt), with, for each x, y ∈ S ,

MT
t+1(y) =


∑

x∈S MT
t (x)1{h(x,ξx

t )=y}, y ̸= s∗

1, y = s∗.
(5.1.1)

This dynamics constructs the random measure at time t + 1 from the random measure at

time t. It sends some mass from each state x to state y with rule h while adding up the

masses sent to the same state y. It ignores all the masses that enter s∗ at time t+ 1 and puts

mass 1 at this point.

The second dynamics is the Potential Dynamics. It is denoted by HP . One has MP
t+1 =

HP (Mt, ξt), with, for each x, y ∈ S ,

MP
t+1(y) =


∑

x∈S MP
t (x)1{h(x,ξx

t )=y}, y ̸= s∗∑
x∈S MP

t (x)1{h(x,ξx
t )=y} + 1 y = s∗.

(5.1.2)

As the Taboo Dynamics, there is a reference point s∗ ∈ S . For constructing the random

measure at time t + 1 from the random measure at time t, the Potential Dynamics sends

some mass from each state x to state y with rule h while adding up the masses sent to the

same state y; in addition it adds mass one at point s∗.

The difference between the Taboo Dynamics and the Potential Dynamics is that the former

always puts mass one at s∗ and does so by deleting the masses arriving at this point and

adds mass one at s∗. In contrast, the Potential Dynamics just adds mass one at s∗.

The update rules of these two dynamics are related to the Doeblin coupling of the MC.

Therefore, the main tool that will be leveraged to study these dynamics is the Doeblin

Graph and its subgraph, the Bridge Graph.

Remark 5.1.1. In the definition of the Doeblin Graph and the dynamics defined in (1.0.2),

the same source of randomness {ξx
t , x ∈ S }t∈Z is used. This sequence is always consid-

ered to be independent in t but not necessarily in x. i.e., at each time t, the random variables
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{ξx
t } can be coupled. When the random variables {ξx

t } are independent in both t and x, this

sequence will be called totally independent.

It will be shown in Section 5.3 that the (irreducible, aperiodic) null recurrent Bridge

Graph has the following properties:

Proposition 5.1.2. The null recurrent Bridge Graph is either connected, in which case it is

a tree, or disconnected, in which case it is a forest made of an infinite number of trees, and

both cases can happen.

When this null recurrent Bridge Graph is connected, the following property will be

proved in Section 5.3:

Proposition 5.1.3. If the null recurrent Bridge Graph is a tree, it has no bi-infinite path.

It will also be proved in Section 5.3 (see also Remark 5.3.6) that a similar result is also

valid under the following condition:

Proposition 5.1.4. Consider a null recurrent Bridge Graph, BX , which may not be con-

nected. Suppose the Bridge Graph satisfies the condition that for all (t1, s1) and (t2, s2) ∈
Z × S , the paths passing through (t1, s1) and (t2, s2) meet each other with positive prob-

ability in finite time. Then, the Bridge Graph has no bi-infinite path.

The condition of the last proposition does not imply that the graph BX is connected.

The Renewal EFF provides an example where the graph may satisfy this property and be

disconnected. The following result is proved in Section 5.3:

Proposition 5.1.5. When the null recurrent Bridge Graph is a tree, it is not unimodulariz-

able, in general.

Concerning unimodularizability, defined in Section 3.3, a second and instrumental re-

sult is that this random graph is always locally unimodular. The unimodular graph H

in this case is that with the set of vertices V = {x∗, t}t∈Z and the set of edges F =
{(t, x∗), (Tt, x

∗)}t∈Z, where Tt is the time of first return to x∗ after time t. This graph,

which is called the Recurrence Time EFF, is unimodular indeed (Proposition 5.3.3).

Consider all the vertices in the intersection of the Bridge Graph and the zero timeline,

i.e., those on the state axis. This random set will be referred to as the S-set (Support Set).

The properties of the S-set in the null recurrent Bridge Graph are studied in Section 5.3.

Two multiplicities for a point in the S-set are now defined. One can look at each vertex

in the Bridge Graph (or any directed graph) as an individual. Moreover, by following the

outgoing edge, go from each vertex to its parent vertex. In the Bridge Graph, one can

consider the descendants of a vertex that lie on the time axis, i.e., belonging to Z × {s∗}.

Descendants of this type are referred to as *-descendants.
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Definition 5.1.6. The Taboo multiplicity of a point in the S-set of a Bridge Graph is the

number of its *-descendants such that the path from this descendant to the S-set does not

visit state s∗ before time zero. See Figure 5.1. Note that by definition, the Taboo multiplicity

is positive at all points of the S-set.

Remark 5.1.7. Note that the order of the generations is not consistent with the time direc-

tion, as ancestors live in the future, and these notions should not be mixed up.

i

Taboo multiplicity at point i = 3
Potential multiplicity at point point i = 5

Figure 5.1: The Taboo multiplicity and the Potential multiplicity

It will be shown in Proposition 5.2.19 that the Taboo multiplicity of any vertex in the

Bridge Graph is a.s. finite, so the definition of Taboo multiplicity gives a locally finite ran-

dom measure whose support is the S-set. This random measure is called the Taboo Point
Process (Taboo PP) and is denoted by τ . Below, τt(j) denotes the random mass (multi-

plicity) that the Taboo PP puts on j at time t. The following result is proved in Section 6.1:

Theorem 5.1.8. The Taboo PP, τ , is a steady state of the Taboo Dynamics,

τt+1 = HT (τt, ξt). (5.1.3)

The following theorem, also proved in Section 6.1, shows that there is a relation between

the Taboo PP in the null recurrent Bridge Graph and the stationary measure of the null

recurrent Markov Chain:

Theorem 5.1.9. Let {Xt}t∈Z be an aperiodic and recurrent MC, and BX be its associated

Bridge Graph with the driving sequence {ξx
t }t∈Z,x∈S . Then E[τt(i)], the mean measure of
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the Taboo PP at points, does not depend on t, nor on the coupling of {ξx
t }t∈Z,x∈S in x, and

it is equal to the stationary measure of that point in the Markov Chain {Xn}. That is,

E[τt(i)] = σ(i), ∀i ∈ S , (5.1.4)

where σ is the invariant measure of the Markov Chain {Xn} and σ(s∗) = 1.

Note that the last theorem holds regardless of the fact that the associated null recurrent

Bridge Graph is connected or not.

The second multiplicity that will be considered for a point in the S-set is the “Potential

multiplicity”:

Definition 5.1.10. The Potential multiplicity of a point in the S-set is the number of all its

*-descendants in the Bridge Graph. See Figure 5.1.

The Potential multiplicity on the S-set gives a random measure with support the S-set

itself. This random measure is called the Potential Point Process (Potential PP) and de-

noted by π. Again, πt(j) denotes the random mass that the Potential PP puts on j at time

t. Proposition 5.3.10 shows if the null recurrent Bridge Graph is a tree, then the Potential

multiplicity of the vertices in the null recurrent Bridge Graph is a.s. finite. In addition the

following result holds:

Theorem 5.1.11. In the null recurrent case, if the null recurrent Bridge Graph is a tree or,

under the assumption that there is no bi-infinite path in its associated recurrent time EFF

(as stated in Proposition 5.1.4), the Potential PP, π, is a locally finite steady state of the

Potential Dynamics

πt+1 = HP (πt, ξt). (5.1.5)

The relation between the Potential PP of a null recurrent Bridge Graph and the associ-

ated MC is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1.12. Consider a null recurrent Markov Chain {Xn} and its associated Bridge

Graph BX . The mean measure of the Potential PP is equal to the entries of a row in the
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potential matrix 1 of the Markov Chain {Xn}. So,

E[πt(i)] = ∞, ∀i ∈ S . (5.1.6)

Remark 5.1.13. Equation (5.1.6) remains valid in the positive recurrent case. Also, in the

transient Bridge Graph, it can be shown that the potential multiplicities are such that their

means are equal to the entries of the classical potential matrix for MCs [25]. This is why

the multiplicity, the associated point process and the dynamics are called “potential”. In the

positive recurrent case, since the value of the potential multiplicity, in one state is infinite,

it is not a locally finite measure. So Theorem 5.1.11 does not hold in the positive recurrent

case.

5.2 Renewal Bridge Graph

This section first introduces the Renewal Markov Chain, a simple example of recurrent

Markov Chain, which may be positive or null recurrent. After that, the Renewal Bridge

Graph, which is the Bridge Graph constructed from the Renewal Markov Chain, is intro-

duced. Before going through the proof of the properties of the general null recurrent Bridge

Graph, the proofs are first established in this particular example.

Consider random variable η on N∗ 2 with distribution

Λ = {pk, k ∈ N∗}, (5.2.1)

where pk = P(η = k). Below, it is assumed that η is such that the set A = {k ∈ N∗; pk >

0} has infinite cardinality and the greatest common divisor of A is equal to 1. From this

distribution, one can define the following Markov Chain:

Definition 5.2.1 (Renewal Markov Chain). Consider the following transition probabilities

on the non-negative integers: for i ̸= 0

pij =

1 if j = i− 1,

0 otherwise,
(5.2.2)

1Suppose you have a Markov Chain X with a countably infinite state space S and transition probabilities
P = [pxy] for x, y ∈ S . The potential matrix U = [u(x, y)] of X is an infinite matrix, and its entries are
defined as:

u(x, y) =
∞∑

k=0

P k(x, y)

Here, P k(x, y) represents the probability that, starting from state x, the Markov Chain reaches state y after
exactly k steps.

2In this Thesis, N∗ denotes the natural numbers without zero and N natural numbers with zero.
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and for i = 0
p0j = pj+1, (5.2.3)

where the pjs are the probabilities of the random variable η defined in (5.2.1). This Markov

Chain is called the Renewal Markov Chain. The assumptions that A is infinite and

gcd(A) = 1 make the Renewal MC irreducible and aperiodic. These assumptions are

assumed to hold throughout this section. Starting from 0, it a.s. returns to this point. So

point 0 is recurrent, and thus the Markov Chain is recurrent. Let T+
0 be the first return time

to 0 starting from 0. Then

E[T+
0 ] =

∑
i

E[T+
0 |first jump is i]p(first jump is i) =

∑
i

(i+ 1).p0(i+1) = E[η]. (5.2.4)

So if E[η] = ∞, this Markov Chain is null recurrent, and hence in this case it is called the

null recurrent Renewal Markov Chain.

The Doeblin Graph of the Renewal Markov Chain is as follows: the set of vertices of

this random graph is Σ = Z × N, and the driving sequence is ξn
t , n ∈ N. For i ̸= 0, vertex

(t, i) has a single outgoing edge which goes to the vertex (t + 1, h(i, ξi
t)) with h(i, ξi

t) =
i − 1 a.s. For i = 0, the outgoing edge from (t, 0) goes to vertex (t + 1, h(0, ξ0

t )) with

P(h(i, ξ0
t ) = j) = p0j in (5.2.3).The union of the trajectories starting from (t, 0), t ∈ Z,

forms the Bridge graph with respect to s∗ = 0. This graph is called the Renewal Bridge

Graph.

5.2.1 Renewal Eternal Family Forest and Tree

The Renewal Eternal Family Forest (EFF) is a random graph defined from Renewal Bridge

Graph.

Definition 5.2.2. Consider the directed random graph Gη = (V,E) on Z, with vertices

V = Z. The set of edges, E, is as follows: at each vertex i, there is an edge to vertex i+ ηi,

where the random variables {ηi}i∈Z are i.i.d. with ηi ∼ η defined in (5.2.1). One can verify

that this graph has no loops, and hence it is either a tree or a forest. If this graph is a tree,

it has all the properties of an Eternal Family Forest as defined in [4]. So Gη is called the

Renewal Eternal Family Forest (Renewal EFF). In the connected case, it is referred to as

the Renewal Eternal Family Tree (Renewal EFT).

Below, it is assumed that E(η) = ∞. Proposition 5.2.3 shows that both the connected

case (tree) and the disconnected case (forest made of more than one tree) can arise. This

proposition considers a specific distribution for η, satisfying the infinite mean property.
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Proposition 5.2.3. Let 0 < α ≤ 1 be fixed. Suppose that η has the following probability

distribution,

P (η = j) = qj = c1
jα+1 , , j ≥ 1 (5.2.5)

which gives the following tail distribution :

P (η > j) = c2
jα
, j ≥ 1, (5.2.6)

where c1 and c2 are normalizing constants. Then the random graph constructed in Defini-

tion 5.2.2 is a.s. a Renewal EFT when α ≥ 1
2 and a.s. a forest when α < 1

2 .

The proof of Proposition 5.2.3 is provided in Subsection 11.0.1 of the appendix. For

the remainder of the document, it is assumed that η satisfies E(η) = ∞, unless mentioned

otherwise.

Remark 5.2.4. The Renewal EFF is not limited to distribution (5.2.5), which is considered

only for showing that both the connected and disconnected cases exist when η has an infinite

mean.

5.2.2 Properties of the Renewal EFF

Here are some properties of Renewal EFF to be used later. Proposition 5.2.5 studies the uni-

modular property of the Renewal EFF. For the definition and some examples of unimodular

random networks, see [2].

Proposition 5.2.5. onsider the Renewal EFF with additional edges connecting vertex n to

n + 1 for all n ∈ Z. This graph is referred to as the Renewal EFF with ghost edges. The

Renewal EFF with ghost edges is a unimodular graph.

Proof. Let (G, o) be the deterministic graph with vertices V = Z and edge set E =
{(n, n+ 1)|∀n ∈ Z} rooted at 0. This is a unimodular graph. For all unimodular networks,

it is possible to enrich vertices and edges with i.i.d. marks and preserve unimodularity (see

[2]). Since the Renewal EFF with ghost edges is a random graph obtained by adding i.i.d.

marks to (G, o), it is a unimodular network.

Remark 5.2.6. Note that the inclusion of ghost edges in the Renewal EFF is motivated

by the requirement in the definition of unimodularity, which is specified for connected,

locally finite graphs. Without the ghost edges, the Renewal EFF is not connected in general.

However, by assigning a mark of zero to these ghost edges and a mark of one to the edges

of the Renewal EFF, all properties of unimodularity, such as the Mass Transport Principle

and local finiteness, are satisfied for the Renewal EFF.
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The same holds true for the Recurrence Time EFF, as defined in Section 5.3. Therefore,

throughout the rest of Part I, when referring to the unimodularity of the Renewal EFF or

Recurrence Time EFF, we are specifically addressing the random graph with the inclusion

of ghost edges, with mark zero assigned to these ghost edges.

Proposition 5.2.7. Let Gη = Gη(V,E) be a Renewal EFF. Then each connected compo-

nent of Gη is I /I in the sense of the foil classification theorem of unimodular networks.

Proof. Consider the vertex shift f on Gη, which maps each vertex to its right adjacent

vertex. Each connected component of the Renewal EFF is an infinite tree, so it is either in

the I /I class or the I /F class of the foil classification theorem. First, suppose that Gη

is a.s. connected and that it is I /F . It follows that there is a unique bi-infinite f -path,

P , in this component (see Theorem 3.3.2). Since P is unique, it is distinguishable in

the whole graph. So it is a covariant subgraph of Gη. Using Lemma 2.8 of [3], P has a

positive density in Z. In the sense that P(0 ∈ VP) > 0, where VP is the set of vertices of

P . Consider the measurable function g defined as follows: g[Gη, x, y] ≡ 0, if there is no

bi-infinite path in Gη. When the bi -infinite path P exists:

• g[Gη, x, y] = 1, if x, y are two consecutive vertices in P such that x < y,

• g[Gη, x, y] = 1 , if x /∈ VP , and y is the nearest vertex to the left of x that belongs to

VP , and

• g[Gη, x, y] = 0, otherwise.

Using the mass transport principle, one can write:

E

∑
x∈Z

g[Gη, 0, x]

 = E

∑
x∈Z

g[Gη, x, 0]

 . (5.2.7)

The left-hand side of equation (5.2.7) is equal to the probability of the existence of P in

Gη, and the right-hand side of the equation is equal to

P(0 ∈ VP).E[ number of the vertices between 0 and its right neighbor in P|0 ∈ VP ].
(5.2.8)

Since P(0 ∈ VP) > 0, the equality of (5.2.7) and (5.2.8) gives that the expectation of the

number of the vertices between 0 and its right vertex in VP given that 0 ∈ VP is finite.

On the other hand, note that the existence of a bi-infinite path is a property of the left-hand

side of the graph. In the sense that if there exists a path that comes from −∞ and reaches

zero, it is bi-infinite. The path on the right-hand side of 0 is “fresh”, and the distribution of

the length of P edges on this side is the same as η. So the distance between 0 and its right

neighbor in P has an infinite mean, while it is shown above that this expectation is finite.
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46 Chapter 5. Null recurrent Bridge Graph

Thus this path does not exist. Hence, the tree belongs to the I /I class.

Consider now the case where Gη is not connected. Suppose only one bi-infinite path exists

in the graph. Then this path is again a covariant subgraph of Gη, i.e., with positive prob-

ability, zero belongs to this path, and the same argument as in the EFT case shows that it

is impossible. So either there is no bi-infinite path in the graph, or there is more than one

bi-infinite path. Suppose that the latter case happens. The variables ηi, i < 0 determine the

number of bi-infinite paths in the EFF. Let P1 and P2 be two bi-infinite paths that come

from −∞ and reach time zero. Since after 0, these two paths do not depend on the past, and

since the gcd of A (this set is defined at the beginning of the section) is equal to one, these

two paths meet each other with positive probability. So there is more than one bi-infinite

path in one connected component of the EFF with positive probability, which is impossible

due to the foil classification theorem of unimodular networks.

Rephrased in terms of the classification of unimodular EFTs, the last result comple-

ments the known fact that the renewal EFT is I /F in the case where the renewal distribu-

tion has finite mean, by showing that it is I /I when this mean is infinite.

Remark 5.2.8. The Renewal EFF is obviously linked to renewal theory. It is also linked to

the so-called subtractive random forest. The latter were recently introduced for the model-

ing of online recommendation systems in [26]. In fact, such a random forest is a subgraph

of some Renewal EFF. The analysis of Renewal EFF proposed in the present part of this

thesis can hence shed light on the properties of subtractive random forests. In particular,

the Recurrence Time EFF introduced in Section 5.3 which generalizes the Renewal EFF

allows one to consider stationary instead of i.i.d. random variables that can be interesting

for studying the properties of subtractive random forests in more general cases.

5.2.3 Properties of the Renewal Bridge Graph

Basic Properties

In the Renewal MC, the transition probabilities from zero are the same as the jumps dis-

tribution in the Renewal EFT (EFF). Using this, one can define a coupling between the

Renewal EFT (EFF) and the Renewal Bridge Graph.

Definition 5.2.9. In the Renewal Bridge Graph, consider et, the outgoing edge 3 at vertex

(t, s∗). Let (t+ 1, s′) be the end of edge et. Then the jump at time t is defined by |s′ − s∗|.

Let {ηi}i∈Z be the length of the outgoing edge at vertex i in the Renewal EFT, and

3In the Bridge Graph (and in the EFF), there is a natural direction for the edges from time t to time t + 1.
With this direction, each edge has a beginning vertex and an end vertex.
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5.2. Renewal Bridge Graph 47

{η′
i}i∈Z be the jump at time i in the Renewal Bridge Graph. Then

ηi ∼ η′
i + 1 ∀i.

The coupling between (ηi, η
′
i) is defined by taking

ηi = η′
i + 1 ∀i a.s. (5.2.9)

Figure 5.2: Coupling between Renewal EFT and Renewal Bridge Graph

Proposition 5.2.10. The irreducible aperiodic null recurrent Renewal Bridge Graph is ei-

ther connected or disconnected. Both cases can happen, i.e., there are examples where it is

a tree and examples where it is a forest made of infinitely many trees.

Proof. In the Bridge Graph, there is only one outgoing edge from each vertex. Also, the

edges are just going forward in time. So there is no cycle. Hence the Bridge Graph is either

a tree or a forest. It remains to show both cases are possible. This is because, given the cou-

pling (5.2.9), by the following argument, the connectedness of the Renewal Bridge Graph

and the Renewal EFT(EFF) are equivalent.

Suppose that in the Renewal EFT, there is an edge from vertex t to vertex t′ = t + j,

where j is the value of ηt. Correspondingly, using the coupling defined in (5.2.9), in the

Renewal Bridge Graph, there is an edge η′
i = ηi − 1 = j− 1 between the vertices (t, 0) and

(t + 1, j − 1). Due to the construction of the Renewal Bridge Graph, it has a decreasing

path from vertex (t+ 1, j− 1) to vertex (t+ j, 0). It means that there is a path in the Bridge

Graph starting from vertex (t, 0) in the time axis and back to the time axis for the first time
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48 Chapter 5. Null recurrent Bridge Graph

Figure 5.3: Equivalence of connectedness of the Renewal Bridge Graph and Renewal EFT

(t,0) (t’=t+j,0)

(t+1,j-1)

again at vertex (t+ j, 0).

So if two paths in the Renewal EFT (EFF) starting from two different vertices in the Re-

newal EFT (EFF) meet each other at a given time, the paths starting from the corresponding

vertices in the Renewal Bridge Graph meet each other and vice versa. See Figure 5.3. Thus

a Renewal Bridge graph is a tree if and only if its corresponding Renewal EFT is a tree.

Then the result follows from Proposition 5.2.3.

Proposition 5.2.11. Every bi-infinite path, {βt}t∈Z, in the Renewal Bridge Graph, BX ,

corresponds to a bi-infinite path in its associated Renewal EFF.

Proof. The proof consists in proving that, every bi-infinite path {βt}t∈Z, in the Renewal

Bridge Graph, is bi-recurrent, i.e., it meets the time axis in both the positive and negative

parts a.s., infinitely many times. Since the MC X is recurrent, every bi-infinite path meets

the positive part of the time axis a.s. infinitely many times. So it is enough to show that it

meets time axis infinitely many times in the negative part.

let T be an arbitrary element of the time axis. Consider the following set in the Renewal

Bridge Graph:

D ={T − t; the path that starts from (T − t, s∗) goes back to the time axis for the first
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time at time T}.

For a fix t, the probability that T − t ∈ D equals the probability that at time T − t, the

jump is equal to t − 1, i.e. pt−1. Since
∑∞

t=1 pt = 1, one can conclude, using the Borel-

Cantelli lemma, that the cardinality of D is a.s. finite. On the other hand, suppose there

exists an infinite path, {βt}t≤T , in the Renewal Bridge Graph that comes from (−∞,+∞)
and reaches the time axis for the first time at T . Hence

{βt}t≤T = {(t, T − t)}t≤T . (5.2.10)

Since {βt}t≤T is a path in the Renewal Bridge Graph, every vertex in this path has a back-

track to the time axis. It means that there exist infinitely many edges starting from the time

axis and ending up at {βt}t≤T . Note that (5.2.10) gives that the probability that this happen

is equal to the probability that D be infinite, which is equal to zero. So a.s., in the Re-

newal Bridge Graph, there is no bi-infinite path that comes from (−∞,+∞) and reaches

the time axis for the first time at some T . So every bi-infinite path in the Bridge graph is

bi-recurrent.

Proposition 5.2.12. The Renewal Bridge Graph has no bi-infinite path.

Proof. Proposition 5.2.11 states that every bi-infinite path in the Renewal Bridge Graph is

bi-recurrent (for the definition, see Theorem 4.3.5). So, if there is a bi-infinite path in the

Renewal Bridge Graph, some vertices in this bi-infinite path have infinitely many descen-

dants in the time axis. It means that correspondingly some vertices in the Renewal EFF have

infinitely many descendants, which contradicts the fact that every connected component of

EFF is I /I , as shown by Proposition 5.2.7.

Remark 5.2.13. It is easy to check that, under the assumption that the gcd ofA is 1, the Re-

newal Bridge Graph satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.1.4, and this regardless of the

infinite mean distribution chosen. Two observations are then in order. Firstly, Proposition

5.2.12 hence also follows from this more general result. Secondly, since there are distribu-

tions for which the Renewal Bridge Graph is not connected, this shows that the conditions

of Proposition 5.1.4 are weaker then the connectedness assumption.

The following proposition provides a result regarding the unimodularizability of the

Renewal Bridge Graph.

Proposition 5.2.14. The null recurrent Renewal Bridge Graph is not unimodularizable in

general.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 5.1.5, which will be presented in Section

5.3.
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In the Renewal Bridge Graph, the function that maps every vertex to its right adjacent

vertex, in the next time, is a vertex shift in the sense of [3]. As defined in Section 5.2.1,

considering this vertex shift, one can considers its foils in the Bridge Graph.

Proposition 5.2.15. The foils of a connected components of the Renewal Bridge Graph are

its intersections with vertical timelines. There are infinitely many foils in each connected

component of the Bridge Graph, and the order of the foils is of type Z4.

Proof. It will be shown in Proposition 5.3.7 that the same property holds in the Bridge

Graphs constructed by a general null recurrent Markov Chain. So the result is valid for the

Renewal Bridge Graph as well.

Properties of the S-set in the Renewal Bridge Graph

Definition 5.2.16. Consider the intersection of the Bridge Graph with the zero timeline.

This set is a random subset of the state space S , referred to as the S-set.

In the Renewal Bridge Graph, suppose that vertex (0, y) belongs to the S-set. Then,

since the vertices of the Renewal Bridge Graph have a backtrack to a vertex in the time

axis, if one goes backward in time, from vertex (0, y), one eventually reaches a vertex in

the time axis for the first time. This vertex is denoted by (t−y , 0). Also, by continuing the

path that passes through the vertex (0, y) forward in time, it will also reach a vertex on the

time axis. Denote this vertex by (t+y , 0). Note that by the definition of the Renewal Markov

Chain, (t+y , 0) = (y, 0). So for each vertex y ̸= 0 in the S-set of the Renewal Bridge

Graph, there is a path in the graph that starts from a vertex on the time axis before time zero

and returns to the time axis, for the first time, after time zero. Correspondingly, under the

coupling (5.2.9), there is an edge in the Renewal EFT that starts from vertex t−y before time

zero and ends at vertex t+y after time zero. See Figure 5.4.

Definition 5.2.17. In the Renewal EFT (EFF), an edge that starts before zero and ends after

zero is called flying over zero.

The following propositions give results about the S-set of the Renewal Bridge Graph

when it is assumed that the Renewal Bridge Graph is connected.

Proposition 5.2.18. The S-set has an a.s. infinite cardinality.

Proof. Assume the cardinality of the S-set is a.s finite. Then, in the corresponding Renewal

EFT, there are finitely many edges flying over zero. That is, the set

F := {t ∈ N; there is a flying edge over zero in the Renewal EFT with the end vertex t}, (5.2.11)

4See [3] for a precise definition.
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Figure 5.4: Correspondence between an edge that flying over zero in the Renewal EFT and a path
that started before time zero and ended after time zero in the Renewal Bridge Graph.
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is a.s. finite. So in the Renewal EFT, all the vertices before vertex 0 are the descendants of

one of the vertices in the F set. So at least one of the vertices in the F set has infinitely many

descendants, which is impossible because all trees of the Renewal EFF are I /I .

Proposition 5.2.19. Almost surely, every vertex in the S-set has finitely many *-descendants

in the Renewal Bridge Graph.

Proof. Let (0, y) be a vertex in the S-set. The number of *-descendants of (0, y) is equal

to the number of children (the first generation of descendants) of vertex t+y in the Renewal

EFF. Each connected component of a fixed vertex in the Renewal EFF is unimodular (as

established in Proposition 5.2.5), which implies that the number of children of any vertex

within the component containing t+y is almost surely finite (see Proposition 3.11 in [3]).

Consequently, the number of *-descendants for any vertex in the S-Set of the Renewal

Bridge Graph is also almost surely finite.

Remark 5.2.20. In the Renewal Bridge Graph, it is known that the connected components

of the corresponding Renewal EFF are in the I /I class of the Foil Classification Theorem

(see Proposition 5.2.7). Using the same arguments as those presented in the proof of Propo-

sition 5.2.19, it can be established that not only the number of *-descendants of the vertices

in the S-set is finite, but the total number of their descendants is also finite (see Theorem
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3.10 in [3]). This finite number of descendant property is not limited to the vertices in the

S-set; it holds for all vertices of the Bridge Graph.

5.3 Properties of the Bridge Graph of a General Null Recurrent
Markov Chain

This section extends most of the results on the Renewal Bridge Graph to the Bridge Graph

of a general irreducible, aperiodic, and null recurrent Markov Chain. Many properties of the

Renewal Bridge Graph are concluded from the coupling defined in (5.2.9). The following

object, which generalizes the Renewal EFT, will be used for the general Bridge Graph:

Definition 5.3.1. Consider an irreducible, aperiodic and null recurrent Markov Chain {Xn},

n ∈ N, and its associated Bridge Graph BX , with reference vertex, s∗. In this setup the

time axis is {(t, s∗); t ∈ Z). In BX , consider the paths starting from a point in the time axis

for example (t, s∗), then look at the times when these paths get back to this axis again. Let

the random variable Tt denote the time that it takes for the path starting from vertex (t, s∗)
in the Bridge Graph to return to the time axis for the first time. Define GT = GT (V,E)
be the random graph, where V , the set of the vertices, is the whole Z, and where E, the set

of the edges, is defined as follows: each point t has a single outgoing edge, et, with length

Tt. This random graph is called the Recurrence Time EFF of BX . In the connected case,

it is referred to as the Recurrence Time EFT.

Remark 5.3.2. Note that in the Recurrence Time EFF:

• Since the Markov Chain {Xn}n∈N is null recurrent for all t, E(Tt) = ∞.

• The random variables {Tt} are identically distributed. However, since the paths that

start from two different vertices (t1, s∗) and (t2, s∗) in the Bridge Graph may meet

each other before returning to s∗, the random variables {Tt} are not independent in

general, even in the totally independent case defined in Remark 5.1.1.

5.3.1 Properties of the Recurrence Time EFF and the Null Recurrent Bridge
Graph

The Recurrence Time EFF has almost the same properties as the Renewal EFF.

Proposition 5.3.3. Recurrence Time EFF (with ghost edges defined in Proposition 5.2.5) is

a unimodular network. Recurrence Time EFF is a unimodular network. When the Recur-

rence Time EFF is connected, it is in the I /I class of the foil classification theorem for

unimodular networks.
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Proof. Since the Recurrence Time EFF with ghost edges (see Remark 5.2.6) is constructed

by a stationary marking of Z so it is a unimodular network. (see [2] for more details).

For the I /I structure property in the connected case, the same proof as for Proposition

5.2.7 for the connected case works here.

Remark 5.3.4. The Recurrence Time EFT, GT , is defined as a function of the Bridge

Graph. In the Bridge Graph, BX , the mass transport principle holds for those vertices that

belong to GT . This means that the triple (Bx, A, 0) is locally unimodular in the sense of

[18], with A = {(x, y); y = s∗}.

So far, only the properties of Recurrence Time EFFs were discussed. Their implications

on general null recurrent Bridge Graphs are now considered.

Proposition 5.3.5. To every bi-infinite path, {βt}t∈Z, in the null recurrent Bridge Graph

BX , one can associate a bi-infinite path in its Recurrence Time EFF.

Proof. The proof of this proposition is almost the same as Proposition 5.2.11 in the Re-

newal case. It is first shown that there is no bi-infinite path in the null recurrent Bridge

Graph that intersects the time axis for the first time at time T , where T is an arbitrary time

in the time axis. Define the same set D, as in the renewal case:

D ={T − t; the path that starts from (T − t, s∗) in the null recurrent Bridge Graph goes

back to the time axis for the first time at time T}.

Note that the definition of D gives that the vertices (T − t, s∗), in BX , that belong to

D, are, in its corresponding recurrence time EFF, the first generation descendants of T . The

unimodularity of the Recurrence Time EFF implies that a.s. all vertices have a finite degree.

So the cardinality of D is a.s. finite.

If there is a bi-infinite path, {βt}t∈Z, in BX , which is not bi-recurrent, then there is a time

T such that {βt}t≤T does not intersect the time axis. Since {βt}t≤T is a path in the Bridge

Graph, every vertex in it has a backtrack to the time axis. It means there exist infinitely

many paths starting from a vertex (t, s∗), t < T , in the time axis and entering {βt}t≤T , i.e.,

the starting vertices of these paths belong to the set D. This contradicts the fact that D is

a.s. finite for any arbitrary T . So such a path does not exist.

Proof of Proposition 5.1.2. Since the Renewal Bridge Graph is an example of a null recur-

rent Bridge Graph, in the general case also the null recurrent Bridge Graph can be either

connected or not connected.

Proof of Proposition 5.1.3. Proposition 5.3.5 gives that every bi-infinite path in the null re-

current Bridge Graph is bi-recurrent. So if there exists any bi-infinite path in the Bridge
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Graph, there is a bi-infinite path in the Recurrence Time EFT. Moreover, since the Recur-

rence Time EFT is I /I , there is no bi-infinite path in the null recurrent Bridge Graph.

Proof of Proposition 5.1.4. Proposition 5.3.5 gives that to every bi-infinite path in BX , one

can associate a bi-infinite path in the associated Recurrence Time EFF.

First, suppose that there is only one bi-infinite path in the Recurrence Time EFF. This bi-

infinite path is a covariant subset, and since the Recurrence Time EFF is unimodular, by the

same argument as in the proof of Proposition 5.2.7, one can show that this is not possible.

So either there is no bi-infinite path in the graph, or there are more than one bi-infinite path.

In order to show that the further case is impossible, consider the following set:

M = {(0, s) ∈ BX ; s is in a bi-infinite path}. (5.3.1)

Note that, the set M is determined by the property of the Bridge Graph before time zero.

Suppose that (0, s1) and (0, s2) are two separate arbitrary elements in M . By assumption,

with positive probability, the trajectories starting from these two vertices meet each other in

the future, in the Bridge Graph. It means that, correspondingly, in the Recurrence Time EFF,

two bi-infinite paths meet each other with positive probability. I.e., with positive probability,

there is a connected component in the Recurrence Time EFF that has two bi-infinite paths,

which is impossible due to the foil classification theorem of unimodular networks. So there

is no bi-infinite path in the null recurrent Bridge Graph.

Remark 5.3.6. Note that:

1. From the proof of Proposition 5.1.4, one can conclude that if the Recurrence Time

EFF has this property that every two vertices in this graph meet each other with

positive probability, then every connected component in this graph is I /I .

2. The assumption of Proposition 5.1.4 does not put any condition on the MC itself, but

it puts a condition on the coupling that exists between the driving sequence {ξy
t }y∈S

when t is fixed. In particular, in the case where {ξy
t }y∈S is totally independent,

this condition is satisfied. This condition does not hold is Example 4.2.1, where the

random variables {ξy
t }y∈S , in this case, are maximally coupled for a fixed t. In this

example, there are infinitely many bi-infinite paths in the Bridge Graph.

3. The Renewal Bridge Graph studied in Section 5.2.3 is an example where the driving

sequence is totally independent.

Proposition 5.3.7. The foils of a connected component of the null recurrent Bridge Graph,

BX , are the intersections of this component of the graph with vertical timelines. Thus the

null recurrent Bridge Graph has infinitely many foils, and the order of foils is that of Z.
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Proof. Consider the vertex shift f in the Bridge graphBX , where f maps each vertex (x, y)
to its right adjacent vertex. For each t ∈ Z, let

St = {(x, y) ∈ BX ;x = t}.

Suppose that for some t ∈ Z , (t, y1) and (t, y2) are in St and in the same connected

component. Since they are in the same connected component, there is a vertex (t0, y0) ∈
BX such that the trajectories of these two vertices meet each other. By definition of the

Bridge Graph, the number of steps that it takes for vertices (t, y1) and (t, y2) to reach

(t0, y0) is equal to t0 − t, so these two vertices belong to the same foil.

For the converse, note that if two vertices (t1, y1) and t2, y2) are in the same foil, then the

trajectories of these two vertices meet each other after the same number of steps. Since by

definition of the Bridge Graph and the vertex shift f , at each step, the trajectories move

exactly one unit forward in time, it follows that t1 and t2 are equal.

Proof of Proposition 5.1.5. Consider the Bridge Graph as a network, i.e., a graph with

marks on its vertices and edges. Suppose that the Bridge Graph, BX , is a unimodularizable

network. In the general case, as shown in Proposition 5.3.7, in each connected component,

the intersections of the Bridge Graph with vertical lines are the foils, and the foils are a.s.

infinite. The foils form a covariant vertex partition of the Bridge Graph in the sense of [3].

Moreover, the time axis is a covariant subset of the Bridge Graph if vertices are marked by

their coordinates with respect to the time and state axis.

Using the no infinite/finite inclusion lemma in [3] for unimodular networks, the intersection

of a foil with the time axis should also be infinite, because each foil is almost surely infinite.

However, in the Bridge Graph, this intersection has only one element. So the Bridge Graph

is not a unimodularizable network in the sense of Definition ??.

Remark 5.3.8. When the Bridge Graph is considered as a graph without any marks with

respect to the time axis and the state axis coordinates, it is not unimodularizable, in general

as well. Indeed, this is the case when the time axis is distinguishable in the Bridge Graph as

a covariant subset and hence the same proof as Proposition 5.1.5 holds. For example, in the

Renewal Bridge Graph, the set R is a distinguishable set in the whole graph, so this graph is

not unimodularizable. However, considering the Bridge Graph without its marks can also

lead to situations where it is unimodularizable. For instance, the maximally coupled Bridge

Graph of the lazy random walk in Example 4.2.1 is a unimodular Bridge Graph rooted at

(0, 0).

The S-set of the general null recurrent Bridge Graph has the same properties as in the

Renewal Bridge Graph.
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Proposition 5.3.9. Under the assumptions of Proposition 5.1.3 (or Proposition 5.1.4), the

cardinality of the S-set of a null recurrent Bridge Graph is a.s. infinite.

Proof. Proposition 5.3.3 states that the Recurrence time EFT of a null recurrent Bridge

Graph is I /I . Also, the proof of Proposition 5.1.4 shows that under its assumptions, the

connected components of the Recurrence time EFT is I /I . So the same proof as in the

Renewal Bridge Graph in Proposition 5.2.18 holds here.

Proposition 5.3.10. Every vertex in the S-set of a null recurrent Bridge Graph has finitely

many *-descendants a.s.

Proof. The proof of this property in the Renewal Bridge Graph is solely based on the uni-

modularity of the connected components of the corresponding Renewal EFF. In the case of

a general null recurrent Bridge Graph (the Bridge Graph of an aperiodic, irreducible, and

null recurrent Markov Chain), Proposition 5.3.3 shows that the connected component of its

corresponding recurrence time EFF is unimodular. Consequently, the same argument used

in the proof of the Renewal Bridge Graph holds here.
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Chapter

6
Dynamics on the Doeblin
Graph

Le Chapitre 6 définit la dynamique sur le graphe de pont et étudie les propriétés de cette dy-

namique aléatoire. La Section 6.1 examine les dynamiques tabou et Potential sur le graphe

de pont et étudie leurs propriétés. La dynamique tabou PP est introduite dans cette section

et est fortement liée à la mesure invariante unique de la chaîne de Markov à récurrence nulle

(Théorème 5.2.3). La constructibilité des dynamiques tabou et potential PPs est également

discutée. Ces mesures aléatoires ont un support infini, et en raison de leur définition sur

le graphe de pont, il devient évident que l’ensemble de la mesure repose sur une informa-

tion infinie du graphe de pont. Par conséquent, ces mesures ne sont pas globalement con-

structibles. Cependant, il sera démontré qu’elles sont localement finiment constructibles,

ce qui signifie que la masse de la mesure en chaque point dépend seulement d’un sous-

graphe presque certainement fini du graphe de pont. Néanmoins, cela n’implique pas une

constructibilité algorithmique universelle ni la détermination pratique de ce sous-graphe

fini dans tous les cas. Cela signifie qu’il existe des scénarios où trouver un temps d’arrêt

dans le graphe de pont lié à la masse d’un point dans ces mesures n’est pas toujours pos-

sible. Cependant, cette constructibilité algorithmique est vérifiée dans les cas où {Xt}t∈N

est monotone, permettant un échantillonnage parfait des dynamiques tabou et potential PPs.

Pour fournir une intuition supplémentaire, dans les cas où les chemins construisant le graphe

de pont sont couplés de manière monotone, la propriété de monotonie assure que les points

dans les supports des dynamiques tabou PP (ou potential PP) apparaissent dans le graphe

de pont dans un ordre spécifique (du petit au grand). Lorsqu’un nouveau point de la mesure

est observé dans le graphe de pont, cela indique que les masses des points plus petits ont été

entièrement construites. Un exemple concret lié à la théorie des files d’attente est également

discuté en détail dans la Section 6.2. La file d’attente GI/GI/1 permet d’illustrer le sens

et l’intérêt pratique de ces deux processus ponctuels.
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La Section 6.3 examine les propriétés des deux processus ponctuels lorsque la chaîne
de Markov est récurrente positive. Pour la dynamique tabou PP, la connexion entre
l’échantillonnage parfait dans le sens de la CFTP et celui obtenu en utilisant la définition
du TPP est discutée. Les propriétés de la dynamique potential PP dans le cas récurrent
positif sont également considérées. Cette section donne également quelques résultats sur
les propriétés de ces deux dynamiques dans des espaces d’états plus généraux. Au lieu de
considérer ces dynamiques sur le graphe de pont, elles sont considérées comme des
chaînes de Markov sur l’espace des mesures aléatoires sur S.
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6.1 HT , and HP on the Null Recurrent Bridge Graph

This section considers the two dynamics, HT and HP , defined in Section 5.1 as dynamics

on the measures on the state space of the null recurrent Bridge Graph, and studies their

properties.

6.1.1 Taboo Dynamics and Its Relation with the Invariant Measure of Null
Recurrent MCs

The first dynamics is the Taboo Dynamics, HT , defined in (5.1.1). Theorem 5.1.8 states

that this dynamics has at least one steady state.

Proof of Theorem 5.1.8. Consider the Taboo PP as the initial state of the Taboo Dynamics.

By the definition of this dynamics, at time one, there is mass one at state s∗. Moreover, the
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mass of any arbitrary state y ̸= s∗ is

MT
1 (y) =

∑
x∈S ,x ̸=s∗

τ0(x)1{h(x,ξx
0 )=y} + 1{h(s∗,ξs∗

t )=y}.

Since for all x ̸= s∗, τ0(x) is the number of *-descendant of x which are such that the first

return to s∗ of the path starting from them takes place after time zero, MT
1 (y) is also the

number of *-descendants with the same property, that is τ1(y) = MT
1 (y). It is clear from

the Bridge Graph construction that τ1
d= τ0. So the Taboo PP is a stationary state of the

Taboo dynamics.

In the positive recurrent case, there is a known relation between the Bridge Graph and

the stationary distribution of the Markov chain. In this last case, the Bridge Graph contains

a unique bi-infinite path (see Lemma 4.3.4). So there is a point in the S-set with infinitely

many descendants. It is proven in [4] that this point is a perfect sample of the stationary

distribution of the Markov Chain. On the other hand, there is no bi-infinite path in the null

recurrent Bridge Graph. All the points have finitely many descendants, and the approach

of the positive recurrent case does not work. Instead, in the null recurrent case, the finite

Taboo multiplicity defined in Definition 5.1.6 can be defined for the vertices on the S-set.

Theorem 5.1.9 establishes a connection between this Taboo PP and the stationary measure

of the null recurrent Markov Chain.

Before going to the proof of Theorem 5.1.9, here is a classical lemma about computing

stationary measure of the MC, using taboo probabilities.

Lemma 6.1.1. Let Xn be an irreducible and recurrent Markov Chain. For fixed i in the

state space, let ζ be defined by

ζj =
∞∑

n=0
qn

ij , j ̸= i, (6.1.1)

where qn
ij is the probability for going from i to j, after n steps, without visiting i, and ζi = 1.

Then ζ is a positive invariant measure for the chain. This invariant measure is unique up to

multiplication by a constant.

Proof of Theorem 5.1.9. Let GT be the Recurrence Time EFF associated with BX , and Qt

be the path that starts from (t, s∗) in BX , forward in time, where s∗ is the reference point

of the Bridge Graph.

Consider an arbitrary state y in the state space of the MC. Define g[GT , t, t′] = 1, when

Qt passes through vertex (t′, y) before returning to s∗. The mass transport principle states
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that, for each y in the state space S, the following equation holds:

E[
∑
t∈Z

g[GT , t, 0]] = E[
∑
t∈Z

g[GT , 0, t]]. (6.1.2)

The right-hand side of (6.1.2) is the expectation of the number of times that path Q0 inter-

sects the state y before returning to s∗, whereas the left-hand side is equal to the expectation

of the mass that the Taboo PP puts at point y, at time 0. Since the right-hand side of the

equation does not dependent on the coupling of {ξy
t }y∈S for a given t, the same is true

for the left hand side. So the expectation of the Taboo point process at each point in the

state space does not dependent on the coupling of {ξy
t }t∈Z,y∈S , for fixed t. Moreover, using

Lemma 6.1.1, the right-hand side of (6.1.2) is equal to the invariant measure of the MC, and

this shows that Equation (5.1.4) holds for the mean measure of the Taboo PP.

Remark 6.1.2. Notice that, by Definition 5.1.6, the point s∗ always belongs to the S-set.

Moreover, the mass that the Taboo PP puts at this point is equal to 1 at all times.

On the Constructibility of the Taboo Point Process

Let vertex (y, 0) belongs to the S-set, the support of the Taboo PP. Then due to Proposition

5.3.10, τ0(y), is a.s. finite. In this sense, one can say that the Taboo PP is locally finitely

constructible, i.e., the taboo multiplicity at each vertex of the S-set depends on a finite sub-

tree of the Bridge Graph.

The important question here is whether the Taboo multiplicities are algorithmically con-

structible. A positive answer to this question is equivalent to the possibility of producing

a perfect sample of this point process. In general, the answer to this question is unknown.

However, there are some results for the special case, where the MC is stochastically mono-

tone. These results are given in the following subsection.

Stochastically Monotone Markov Chain

Here it is shown that in the case where the transition probabilities of the Markov chain are

stochastically monotone, the Taboo point process is algorithmically locally constructible.

The following definition is borrowed from [27].

Definition 6.1.3. Assume that the state space of the Markov chain {Xn}n∈Z, S , is en-

dowed with a partial order denoted by ≤. The Markov chain is stochastically monotone if

its transition probabilities have the stochastic monotone property. i.e., the probability mea-

sures (P (x, .);x ∈ S ), on S are such that P (x′, .) ⪯ P (x, .) whenever x′ ≤ x, whereby

⪯ means stochastically less than or equal to.
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Proposition 6.1.4. Assume X = {Xn}n∈Z is a stochastically monotone Markov Chain on

S , and S has the minimum element s0. Moreover, suppose that the Bridge Graph BX

is constructed with the reference point s∗ = s0. Then the TPP is algorithmically locally

constructible.

Proof. By a classical coupling argument, there exists a coupling ξt(.) for the driving se-

quence {ξx
t }, at each time t, such that if y ≤ z, then ξt(y) ≤ ξt(z) (See [21] and [28]).

Denote the path that starts from (t0, s∗), t ∈ Z, by Pt0 = {Pt0
t , t ≥ t0}. Note that if

t0 < t1, then

{Pt0
t1 } ≥ s0 = {Pt1

t1 },

and hence, with the monotone coupling argument, the path Pt0 , at each time, remains

larger than or equal to the path Pt1 .

For constructing the Taboo PP, first start trajectories from time −1 and step by step add

trajectories. Due to the monotone coupling and the later argument, each new trajectory

that is added is larger than or coalesces with the pointwise supremum of the trajectories

considered before. So, when a new trajectory is added to the Bridge Graph, the image of

this trajectory might belong to one of the following scenarios:

Adds no mass to the S-set,

Adds mass to the last point added before,

Creates a new point in the S-set, which is greater than all the points that have been built

in the S-set before.

With this observation, once a new point appears in the S-set, the mass of the Taboo PP for

the points that are less than or equal to this new point is fully determined.

Remark 6.1.5. Consider the random walk defined on the state space N with the following

transition probabilities: for n = 0, the walk stays at 0, with probability 1/2, and it moves

to state 1 with probability 1/2. For state n ∈ N, n ̸= 0, the walk moves to each neighbor of

n, i.e., n+ 1 and n− 1 with probability 1/2. This Markov chain is an example that satisfies

the assumption of Proposition 6.1.4.

With this algorithm described above, when a new path is added to the Bridge graph

from time t, it might add a new mass to the S-set or not. So computing the expectation of

the time until a new mass is added to the S-set gives information about the time it takes

to construct the taboo multiplicities locally. This expectation is computed in the following

corollary.

Lemma 6.1.6. Consider the assumptions of Proposition 6.1.4 and the algorithm that is

presented in its proof. If Pt1 is a path that adds mass to the S-set, then for all t < t1, Pt

does not intersect the time axis (the state s∗ of the state space) between times t1 and 0.
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Proof. Consider the path Pt0 , with t0 < t1. For all t > t1, Pt0
t ≥ Pt1

t . Since the path

Pt1 adds mass to the S-set; it does not intersect the time axis up to time zero, so the same

holds for the path Pt0 .

Corollary 6.1.7. Under the assumptions of Lemma 6.1.6, Suppose that t1 and t1 − T are

two successive times such that the paths Pt1 , and Pt1−T add mass to the S-set, then

E[T ] = ∞. (6.1.3)

Proof. Since t1 − T < t1, Lemma 6.1.6 gives that for all t < t1 − T , the path Pt does not

intersect the time axis at time t1. So vertex (t1, s∗) does not have any descendants before

time t1 −T in BX . Consequently, in the Recurrence Time EFT, the vertex t1 does not have

descendants before vertex t1 − T . So,

E[T ] > E[Number of descendants of t1 in the Recurrence Time EFT]. (6.1.4)

Note that the backward construction of the Bridge Graph, as mentioned before, starts from

time zero and explores the graph step by step in the past. When it is constructed up to time

t1, the left-hand side of t1, in the Bridge Graph, is not explored yet. So the distribution

of the Bridge Graph before time t1 is the same as the original distribution of the Bridge

Graph. The original distribution in the Recurrence Time EFT, is such that the expectation

of the number of the ∗-descendants of any vertex is infinite. So the right-hand side of

Equation (6.1.4) is infinite, and thus E[T ] = ∞.

6.1.2 Potential Dynamics

The second dynamics defined on the null recurrent Bridge Graph is the Potential Dynamics.

Theorem 5.1.11 states that this dynamics also has at least one steady state.

Proof of Theorem 5.1.11. Consider the Potential PP as the initial state of the Potential Dy-

namics, where the dynamics is associated to a null recurrent MC. Let y ̸= s∗ be a state in

the state space S . The mass that the Potential Dynamics puts at y at time 1, is equal to

MP
1 (y) =

∑
x∈S

π0(x)1{h(x,ξx
0 )=y}. (6.1.5)

That is, it is obtained by adding all the masses that enter the state y, via the Bridge Graph’s

edges, from time 0. Since for each x ∈ S , π0(x) is equal to the number of its ∗-

descendants, MP
1 (y) is equal to the number of ∗-descendants of vertex (1, y) in the Bridge

Graph, which is the potential multiplicity of this vertex. The same argument shows that the
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result holds for y = s∗, with this difference that s∗ itself should be counted once. So the

Potential PP is a steady-state of the Potential Dynamics.

Theorem 5.1.12 shows the connection between the steady state of the Potential Dynam-

ics and the null recurrent MC associated with it. This connection is related to the potential

matrix R of the MC with entries Rxy, where Rxy is the expected number of visiting of the

state y given that the initial state of the MC is the state x. For a recurrent MC, the entries of

the potential matrix are all equal to infinity.

Proof of Theorem 5.1.12. LetGT be the Recurrence Time EFT (EFF) associated withBX ,

and Qt the path that starts from (t, s∗) in BX , where s∗ is the reference point of the Bridge

Graph.

Consider an arbitrary state y in the state space of the MC. Define g[GT , t, t′] = 1, when Qt

passes through the vertex (t′, y). Using the mass transport principle, for each y in the state

space S the following equation holds:

E[
∑
t∈Z

g[GT , t, 0]] = E[
∑
t∈Z

g[GT , 0, t]]. (6.1.6)

The right-hand side of the (6.1.6) is the expectation of the number of times that path Q0

intersects the state y, which its expectation is equal to Rs∗y. On the other hand, the left-

hand side of (6.1.6) is equal to the expectation of the mass that the Potential PP puts at point

y, at time 0. Since Rs∗y is related to a recurrent MC, the mean measure of the Potential PP

at each point is infinity.

Consider the null recurrent Bridge Graph. Proposition 5.3.10 states that in this case,

for each (0, y) in the S-set, π0(y) is a.s. finite. So one can consider the algorithmic con-

structibility of the Potential PP as the Taboo PP. The same result as Proposition 6.1.4 is

valid for the Potential PP.

Proposition 6.1.8. Assume X = {Xn}n∈Z is a stochastically monotone Markov Chain on

S , and S has the minimum element s0. Moreover, suppose that the Bridge Graph BX

is constructed with the reference point s∗ = s0. Then the Potential PP is algorithmically

locally constructible.

Proof. Consider the backward construction algorithm for the Bridge Graph with the mono-

tone coupling introduced in the proof of Proposition 6.1.4. The same argument as in the

proof of Proposition 6.1.4 shows that, once a new point appears in the S-set, the mass of the

Potential PP for the points that are less than or equal to this new point is fully determined.

So the claim is proved.
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Remark 6.1.9. LetX satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 6.1.8, andBX be its associated

Bridge Graph constructed by the monotonically coupled driving sequence. Although the

same step-by-step backward construction algorithm for the Bridge Graph gives the potential

multiplicities of the point in the S-set, one can consider a faster algorithm for constructing

the potential multiplicities.

For showing this, let (t0, s∗) and (t1, s∗), where t0 < t1, be two vertices in the time axis that

add mass to the same vertex (0, y) in the S-set when the potential multiplicity is considered.

Then all the vertices (ti, s∗), where t0 < ti < t1, add mass to the potential multiplicity of

(0, y). So, for finding the Potential multiplicity of (0, y), it is sufficient to find the first

time and the last time that add mass to (0, y). So instead of constructing the Bridge Graph

step by step, one can use the exponential search algorithm (see [29]) to find the last time

that adds mass to vertex (0, y). Then use binary search for finding the first time. If T

is the position of the search time, then exponential search takes O(logT ) time to find T .

So this new algorithm for finding the Potential multiplicity is faster than the step-by-step

construction.

6.2 Perfect Sampling of the Taboo and Potential PPs in the Crit-
ical Single Server Queue

6.2.1 Loynes’ Theory

This section is focused on the application of the results of the previous sections to the

GI/GI/1 queue and its associated workload Markov Chain [30]. The service times {ςn;n ∈
Z} are assumed to be i.i.d. with finite and nonzero mean E[ς]. The inter-arrival times

are i.i.d. and denoted by {υn;n ∈ Z}, with finite and nonzero mean E[υ]. That is,

υn = Tn − Tn−1, where Tn is the arrival time of the n-th customer. Let Wn = W (T−
n )

denote the workload just before time Tn, which is the amount of service remaining to be

done by the server at that time. This workload process satisfies the equation

Wn+1 = (Wn + ςn − υn)+, ∀n ∈ Z, (6.2.1)

where (a)+ = max(a, 0). Because of the i.i.d. assumptions, (6.2.1) defines an N-valued

Markov Chain. To avoid degenerate cases, it is assumed below that the variance of ς − υ

is non zero and that {ςn}n and {υn}n are independent, although these assumptions are not

essential. The traffic intensity is ρ = E[ς]
E[υ] . It is well known that when ρ < 1, this Markov

Chain is positive recurrent and when ρ > 1, it is transient. In the critical case, when ρ = 1,

it is null recurrent.

In the case where ρ < 1, Loynes’ theory allows one to define a perfect sample from the

stationary distribution [30]. This section extends this theory to the perfect sampling of the
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Taboo PP using the algorithm that is provided in Subsection 6.1.1, which applies since this

Markov Chain is stochastically monotone.

The Loynes variable at time n ≥ 0, Ln, is the value of the workload at time 0 when

starting the queue empty at time −n, and when coupling the service and inter-arrival times

as in the CFTP algorithm, namely

Ln =

 max
k=1,...,n

−1∑
l=−n

(ςl − υl)

+

.

The sequence {Ln}n is non-decreasing.

6.2.2 Interpretation and Perfect Sampling of the Taboo PP

It is easy to see that MT
0 , the Taboo PP of this Markov Chain, is simple, and that its support

is {Ln}n≥0. Indeed, adding customers −n in the past leads to a new atom in this PP if and

only if this addition creates a busy period that starts at the arrival of customer −n and lasts

until time 0. The Taboo PP at time 0 is hence equal to

MT
0 = δ0 +

∑
n≥1

δLn1{Ln > Ln−1}. (6.2.2)

It captures the joint structure of the workload strict records in this Loynes type (or CFTP)

construction.

In the positive recurrent case, the Loynes sequence converges to an a.s. finite limit L∞;

the Taboo PP is then a.s. finite and the supremum value of its support is the perfect sample

L∞ of the steady state workload. On the other hand, in the null recurrent case, when the

condition described in Proposition 5.1.4 holds, the Taboo PP has an infinite support but is

locally finite.

Proposition 6.2.1. Consider the Bridge Graph of the workload process defined in (6.2.1).

If the support of the random variable ςn − υn is unbounded from below, then the condition

described in Proposition 5.1.4 holds, that is, for all (t1, s1) and (t2, s2) in the Bridge Graph,

the paths passing through these points intersect with positive probability in finite time.

Proof. Let t1 ≤ t2, and let P1 and P2 be the paths in the Bridge Graph passing through

(t1, s1) and (t2, s2). Suppose that P1 reach the point (t2, s1,2) at time t2. Since there is

a positive probability that ςt2 − υt2 ≤ − max{s2, s1,2}, it follows that there is a positive

probability that at time t2 + 1 the paths P1 and P2 meet.

In the simulations provided in this section, it is important to note that the condition of

Proposition 6.2.1 holds.
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(a) Geo(0.2), 0 ≤ i ≤ 1000
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(b) Geo(0.2), 0 ≤ i ≤ 5000
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(c) Zeta(2.5), 0 ≤ i ≤ 1000
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(d) Zeta(2.5), 0 ≤ i ≤ 5000

Figure 6.1: Perfect samples of MT in the null recurrent case for two different distributions of inter-
arrival and service times, for two different intervals of the state space.

Figure 6.1 provides perfect samples of the random measure MT
0 restricted to bounded

intervals for different inter-arrival and service time distributions. The samples are perfect

because the chain is stochastically monotone.

A corollary of the result on the first moment measure of the Taboo PP is that, in the

recurrent case, the invariant measure of this Markov Chain admits the representation

σ(i) = EMT
0 (i) =

∑
n≥1

P[Ln = i, Ln > Ln−1], ∀i > 0 (6.2.3)

and σ(0) = 1. The terms in this expression are reminiscent of ladder epochs and heights,

but differ from those in that they bear on the backward rather than the forward workload

sequence. One can analyze various properties of the Taboo PP using these perfect samples.

As Equation (6.2.3) shows, the first moment measure of MT
0 , i.e., its intensity measure, is

the invariant measure of the workload Markov Chain. Moment measures of order 2 of MT
0

give some information about the interaction between the points. Using an idea similar to
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that of the Ripley K-function in point process theory, one can detect clustering or inhibition

in MT
0 by comparing this function to 1, see [10]. For this, consider the following local

second-order moment-based function:

Ki(r) = E[MT
0 (i− r, i+ r)|MT

0 (i) = 1]
E[MT

0 (i− r, i+ r)]
.

This function can be estimated using perfect samples of MT
0 . If the points were distributed

independently, for all i, we would have Ki(r) = 1; this value is used as a benchmark. If

Ki(r) > 1, there is clustering at point i, whereas if Ki(r) < 1, there is inhibition at point

i for radius r. Figure 6.2 shows estimates of Ki(r) based on a large collection of perfect

samples in some examples of critical queues. As the figures show, there is no general con-

clusion about clustering or inhibition ofMT
0 in this monotone case. The analyzed examples

suggest that when inter-arrival and service time variances are finite, there is inhibition for

small r, and the value of K(r) tends to 1 for large r (Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(b)). In con-

trast, when inter-arrival and service time variances are infinite, there is clustering for small

r (Figures 6.2(c) and 6.2(d)).

6.2.3 Interpretation and Perfect Sampling of the Potential PP

The potential PP has the same support as the Taboo PP, but different multiplicities. It is easy

to see that if i is an atom of the Taboo PP, the multiplicity of atom i in the Potential P.P. is

the number of epochs that separate in the backward construction the inclusion of atom i in

the Taboo PP, due to an increase of the Loynes variable, from its last increase (and atom

inclusion). That is

MP
0 =

∑
n≥0

δLn1Ln>max0≤k≤n−1 Lk

∑
k≤n

1Ln=Lk

 . (6.2.4)

It follows from our general results that, in the null recurrent case, when the Bridge Graph

has no bi-infinite paths, which holds under the condition of Proposition 6.2.1, this random

measure is a.s. locally finite, though with an infinite first moment measure, whereas it is

not locally finite in the positive recurrent case. In other words, this Potential PP gives the

joint time-space structure of the records in Loynes’ construction, with the support of this

PP describing the spatial organization of the backward records, as for the Taboo case, and

the multiplicities describing their time separation.

It is important to note that, in the simulations provided in this section, the condition of

Proposition 6.2.1 holds, which implies that Proposition 5.1.4 also holds. As a result, there

are no bi-infinite paths in the Bridge Graph, and the Potential PP is locally finite.

Figure 6.3 gives a perfect sample of an instance of Potential PP at different scales. This
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Figure 6.2: Estimation of Ki(r) with 1000 samples of MT
0 , for two different values of i, and 0 <

r ≤ 100.
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Figure 6.3: Perfect samples of MP
0 for Poisson-distributed inter-arrival and service time, for differ-

ent scales, the red segments represent the Taboo PP.

point process inherits the complex “correlation” structure of the Taboo PP through their

common support. The fact that it has an infinite intensity measure means that, in addition,

all its multiplicities are heavy-tailed. These last two properties together with the CFTP

space-time interpretation discussed above contribute to making this Potential point process

a fascinating object.

The interpretation of the Potential PP survives in the positive recurrent case, with the caveat

that it is not locally finite. In fact, in this particular case, all atoms except the largest one

have a finite multiplicity, with the same time separation interpretation as above. However,

the largest atom, namely L∞ has an infinite multiplicity as it belongs to the bi-infinite path.

It is easy to check that the expressions (6.2.2) and (6.2.4) hold beyond the queuing context,

provided the Markov Chain satisfies the stochastic monotonicity assumption.
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6.3 Taboo PP on the Positive Recurrent Bridge Graph

6.3.1 Positive Recurrent and Null Recurrent Bridge Graph

The positive recurrent Bridge Graph is studied in [3]. It is shown that, in the irreducible

and aperiodic case, when the driving sequence is totally independent, this graph is a.s.

connected, it is unimodularizable, and it is I/F in the sense of the foil classification theorem

for unimodular networks. Moreover, this I/F property gives that this graph contains a

unique bi-recurrent path {βt}t∈Z. A positive recurrent MC, X , has a unique stationary

distribution, and the intersection of this path with the zero timeline gives a perfect sample of

the stationary distribution of X . In contrast, in the null recurrent Bridge Graph, the current

work shows that this graph is not connected in general. Moreover, it is not unimodularizable

in general. However, it “contains” a unimodular random network (the Recurrence Time

EFT/EFF) which allows one to prove several important properties. In contrast with the

positive recurrent case, in the null recurrent Bridge Graph, there is no bi-infinite path when

it is connected (or under the assumption of Proposition 5.1.4). However, there is an analog

of the perfect sample of the positive recurrent case, namely the Taboo PP.

Remark 6.3.1. Of course, there are other ways for constructing a point process that its

intensity is equal to the invariant measure at each point of the state space. For example,

consider a path of the MC, X , starting from an arbitrary state s∗ ∈ S . For each s ∈ S ,

consider the number of times this path meets s before going back to s∗. The expectation

of this number for each s ∈ S is equal to ζs, defined in (6.1.1), which is equal to the

stationary measure of s. So in each realization of the Markov Chain starting from s∗, this

number can be considered. The advantage of Taboo PP as a technique of sampling is its

local constructibility (at least in the monotone case), as mentioned in Subsection 6.1.1.

One can consider the Taboo PP and its properties in the positive recurrent Bridge Graph.

A question that arises here is that of the relationship between the Taboo PP of a positive

recurrent MC and the classical perfect sample of its stationary distribution.

Proposition 6.3.2. Consider a positive recurrent MC, X , and its associated Bridge Graph,

BX . Then the S-set of BX is a.s. finite. Moreover, the Taboo multiplicity of every vertex in

the S-set is a.s. finite.

Proof. In the positive recurrent case, the Bridge Graph is an I /F unimodular network

[4]. Also, the foils in the Bridge graph are its intersection with the vertical timelines. So

the S-set, which is the 0- foil, is a.s. finite.

For proving the second part, note that since BX is I /F , every vertex y ∈ BX , which

is not on the bi-infinite path, has a.s. finitely many descendants, specially finitely many
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*-descendants. To complete the proof, note that, although there are infinitely many ∗-

descendants on the bi-infinite path, only one of them does not return to s∗ before time zero.

Hence the bi-infinite path adds exactly mass one to the S-set.

6.3.2 Relation between the Taboo PP and Classical Perfect Sampling

The positive recurrent MC, X, has a unique stationary distribution, σ. One can sample from

this stationary distribution with the Coupling from the Past algorithm (See [21]). The Taboo

PP also gives a samples from the stationary distribution, in the sense that the mean measure

of the Taboo PP is the stationary distribution at each point. The relation between these two

samplings is discussed in the next proposition:

Proposition 6.3.3. Let τ be the Taboo PP of the positive recurrent MC, X . Suppose that T

is a sample of τ . If one biases T with the number of the points (considering the multiplici-

ties) that belong to it, and chooses a random point from T and denote it by Y , then Y has

the stationary distribution of X .

Proof. Let τ be the set of all possible outcomes of the Taboo PP. For each T ∈ T , let PT

be the probability that event T occurs, i.e., P(τ = T ). Then for each y ∈ S ,

P(Y = y) =
∑

T ∈T

PT × m(T )∑
T ′∈T m(T ′)PT ′

× T ({y})
m(T )

= 1∑
T ′∈T m(T ′)PT ′

∑
T ∈T

PT × T ({y}) = E(τ(y))
E(τ(S )) ,

wherem(T ) is the sum of the multiplicity of the vertices in T , and T ({y}) is the multiplicity

of y in T . Since this probability is proportional to E(τ(y)), and the stationary measure in

y, σ(y), is also proportional to E(τ(y)), P(Y = y) = σ(y).

Given a realization of the Taboo PP, a natural question is whether is it possible to get a

perfect sample of σ from this realization in the classical sense ?

Here is an algorithm for this, under the extra assumption that M exists such that M >

m(T ) ∀T ∈ T .

Algorithm:

1. Generate a sample T from τ .

2. Choose a point Y randomly from T with probability proportional to its multiplicity

in T .

3. Accept the point Y with probability m(T )
M .
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4. If the point Y is rejected, back to step 1.

By using this algorithm one can write the following equations which shows that the algo-

rithm gives a sample of stationary distribution of the MC:

P(Y = y) =
∑

T ∈T

P (T ) × T ({y})
m(T ) × m(T )

M
×

∞∑
n=1

 ∑
T ∈T

P (T )
∑
y∈T

T ({y})
m(T ) (1 − m(T )

M
)

n−1

= E(τ(y))
M

×
∞∑

n=1

 ∑
T ∈T

P (T )(1 − m(T )
M

)

n−1

= E(τ(y))
M

×
∞∑

n=1

1 −
∑

T ∈T

P (T )m(T )
M

n−1

= E(τ(y))
M

×
∞∑

n=1

(
1 − E(τ(S ))

M

)n−1

= E(τ(y))
M

× M

E(τ(S )) = σ(y),

where σ is the stationary distribution of the MC, X .
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Chapter

7
Dynamics on the whole Space
of the Random measures

Le Chapitre 7 présente quelques résultats sur les propriétés de ces dynamiques dans des
espaces d’états plus généraux. Au lieu de considérer ces dynamiques sur le Graphe de
Pont, elles sont envisagées comme des chaînes de Markov sur l’espace des mesures
aléatoires sur S.
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So far, two dynamics HT and HP have been considered on the Bridge Graph. In this

section, the properties of these dynamics on the general state space, i.e., the space of all

integer-valued random measures on S , is studied.

In the Bridge Graph (or Doeblin Graph), at each time t, the Taboo PP and Potential PP are

random measures on S . Based on the definitions of HT and HP , each of these measures

at time t depends only on the measure at time t − 1 and ξt−1. So one can consider these

dynamics as MCs on the space of M (S ), of all locally finite integer-valued measures on

S , and study the properties of these MCs to understand the properties of the dynamics in

this more general space.

First, note that M (S ) is a topological (Polish) space [31] that is not countable. So the

concepts and notations of MCs on topological state spaces in [32] will be used.

7.1 Kernels

Suppose that ΦT , and ΦP are Markov Chains corresponding to the dynamics HT , and HP .

Let P T , and PP be their transition probability kernels on M (S ) . Below, it will be shown

that these kernels are well-defined by the transition probability kernel definition in [32]. It is

enough to show that P (µ,B), the probabilities of transition from each measure µ ∈ M (S )
to each Borel set B ∈ M (S ) is well-defined.
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Proof. Let ĈS be the class of all continuous and compact support functions h : S →
R+, and µh =

∫
hdµ. Since S is countable the last equation is equivalent to µh =∑

x∈S h(x)µ(x). The sets of the form

Kr,s
h = {µ|r < µh < s , r, s ∈ R, h ∈ ĈS }

= {µ|r <
∑

x∈S

h(x)µ(x) < s, r, s ∈ R, h ∈ ĈS }

(7.1.1)

is a basis of the vague topology on M (S ).

Let Sh be the support of h. Since h has a compact support, Sh is finite, so Kr,s
h belongs to a

finite configuration of the masses on Sh, and in the rest of the S they can take any values.

For each h, r, and s one can consider Kr,s
h as the following finite intersection of the basis

elements:

Kh = ∩µx,i, (7.1.2)

where µx,i ∈ M (S ) put mass i at point x ∈ S and, in the rest of the space, it takes any

values. For each µ ∈ M (S ), P (µ, µx,i), the probability of going from µ to µx,i using HT

and HP is computable and well defined. So for each µ ∈ M (S ) and ν ∈ Kr,s
h , P T and

PP is well defined. Since {Kr,s
h } forms a basis for the vague topology on M (S ), these

transition kernels are well-defined.

Consider the following definitions for these MCs.

Definition 7.1.1. Consider the Taboo/Potential dynamics constructed by a positive (resp.

null) recurrent Markov Chain. The MC, ΦT /ΦP , corresponding to this dynamics is called

positive (resp. null) Taboo/Potential Markov Chain on M (S ).

7.2 Stability Properties of the MCs

In this section the properties of the MCs that are defined in the 7.1 are studied.

The first property is the existence of stationary measures of the MCs. Before going through

this, consider the following backward construction for Taboo and Potential PP. Consider the

MC X = {Xn}n∈N on S . Let τ be the Taboo Point Process constructed by X , fixing s∗

on the Bridge Graph. Consider τ ′
0 = δs∗ . Define τ ′

1 by τ ′
1.θ = ΦT (τ ′

0, ξ), where θ is the

shift transformation. So τ ′
1 is a random measure at time zero when a path started at time

−1, from s∗ and go forward with the law of ΦT . For each n, consider

τ ′
n+1.θ = ΦT (τ ′

n). (7.2.1)
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Roughly speaking τ ′
n is the random measure that there is at time 0 in the Bridge Graph,

when the Bridge Graph is constructed from time −n. Note that

τ ′
n → τ, (7.2.2)

Where τ is the Taboo Point Process constructed by X . Similarly one can define π′
n for the

Potential MC such that

π′
n → π, (7.2.3)

where π is the Potential Point Process. (See [])

Proposition 7.2.1. The Taboo PP is a stationary distribution of the Positive/Null Taboo

MC. More over for each n ∈ N, the measures that lie in the support of τ ′
n, τ and any finite

measure is in the domain of attraction of this stationary distribution.

Proof. Due to the definition of the Taboo PP, it is a stationary distribution of the Taboo MC.

And since the equality 7.2.2 holds, starting from eny measure that exists in the support of

τn and τ , the limit distribution is the Taboo PP.

Suppose that µ ∈ M (S ) is a finite measure on S . Every s that is in the support of µ, after

finitely many times meet s∗ since the initial MC is recurrent. The support of µ is finite.

So after finitely many times a.s all the masses that in µ vanishes. So starting from a finite

measure, the Markov Chain lies in the Bridge Graph after finitely many times, and the limit

is the Taboo PP.

Proposition 7.2.2. The Potential PP of a null recurrent MC (in the cases that it is a.s finite

at each point), is a stationary distribution of the Null Potential MC. More over for each

n ∈ N, the measures that lie in the support of π′
n, and π is in the domain of attraction of

this stationary distribution.

Proof. The proof is the same as in the Taboo MC case.

Remark 7.2.3. Note that in the Potential PP is not a stationary distribution of the Positive

Potential MC. Since the Potential PP in this case has an infinite mass at one point a.s. So

its support does not belongs to M (S ).

So far it is known that the Positive/Null Taboo MC and the Null Potential MC have

stationary distributions.The question that arises here is that, is about the uniqueness of this

stationary distribution, and consequently the irreducibility of these MCs. Here, since the

state space is not countable, the classical definition of irreducibility does not make sense. So

the corresponding definition of it for the Markov Chains with general state space, Which is

called ψ− irreducibility of the Markov Chain will be used. This definition is with respect

to a measure ψ, that is on the state space of the Markov Chain (M (S )).
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Definition 7.2.4. A Markov chain Φ defined on M , is called ϕ-irreducible, if there exists a

measure ϕ on B(M ) such that whenever ϕ(A) > 0, the probability that Φ reaching A from

x is positive, for all x.

The MC is called ψ-irreducible if there exists a maximal measure ψ such that the MC is

ψ-irreducible. In the sense that for any other measure ϕ′, the chain is ϕ′-irreducible, if and

only if ψ ≻ ϕ′.

Proposition 7.2.5. The positive (null) Taboo MC is not ψ − irreducible, in general.

Before going through the proof, consider the following example.

Example 7.2.6. Consider the Renewal MC in Definition 5.2.1. Consider the Taboo MC

constructed by this MC. This measure valued MC is called the Renewal Taboo MC, de-

noted by {ΦT,R
n }. In both cases that the Renewal MC is positive recurrent and null recurrent,

Taboo PP is a stationary distribution of Renewal Taboo MC. Moreover, any finite measure

is in the domain of attraction of this distribution.

First, consider the null recurrent case. Denote the Taboo PP in this case with τRen. Consider

the following measure on N, which has mass one at each point of the space:

ΦT,R
0 =

∑
k∈N

1k. (7.2.4)

And let it be the initial state of the MC {ΦT,R
n }. Then

limn→∞ΦT,R
n = τRen +

∑
k∈N

1k. (7.2.5)

The reason why this equality holds is that the mass 1, that there is in the initial state ΦT,R
0 ,

for large k, put an extra mass at every point of the limiting distribution, due to the law of

the Renewal MC.

The same equality holds for the positive recurrent case, when the Renewal Taboo MC starts

with the same initial state ΦT,R
0 .

Proof of Proposition 7.2.5. It will be shown that the Renewal Taboo MC is notψ−irreducible
in both positive and null recurrent case.

Let B(M ) be the Borel σ-field on M (S ). Consider the Renewal Taboo MC in 7.2.6.

If this MC is ψ − irreducible, then, there is a measure φ on M (S ) such that for all

A ∈ B(M ) with φ(A) > 0, and for each µ ∈ M (S ), pµ(τA < ∞) > 0.

Fix A ∈ B(M ) with φ(A) > 0. Let µ0 is any finite measure. Starting from µ0 and

ΦT,R
0 =

∑
k∈N 1k defined in (7.2.4), {ΦT,R

n } has positive probability to enter A in finite

time. On the other hand, limn→∞ΦT,R
n , starting from these two starting state is different.

So such a φ does not exist.
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Proposition 7.2.7. The Null Potential MC is not ψ − irreducible, in general.

Proof. In Null Potential MC, the Potential PP is a stationary distribution on M (S ). With

the same proof as in Example 7.2.6, one can show that considering the Null Potential MC

constructed by null Renewal MC, And staring from (7.2.4) measure, the limit distribution

changes. So with the same argument, in the Renewal example, the Null Potential MC is not

ψ − irreducible.

In the Positive Potential MC, it is known up to hear that the Potential PP is not the

stationary distribution of this MC. Moreover it will be shown, in the following proposition,

that in this case the MC is not tight on the support of π′
n.

Proposition 7.2.8. The Positive Potential MC is not tight, when the MC starts from a mea-

sure that lie in the support of π′
n, for some n. (The Positive Potential MC is not tight on the

Bridge Graph.)

Proof. For the proof it will be shown that the π′
n, defined in (7.2.3), is not tight when X is

positive recurrent.

Since S is countable, a set K ⊂ M (S ) is compact iff there exists MK ∈ N such that

for all µ ∈ K, and all s ∈ S , µ(s) ≤ MK . If π′
n is tight, then for every ε > 0 there is a

n0 ∈ N and compact set K ⊂ M (S ) such that p(π′
n ∈ K) > 1 − ε, for all n > n0.

On the other hand the equality (7.2.3) holds, and every measure that is in the support of π′
n

has infinite value at one point a.s. It means that π′
n exit any compact after finitely many

steps. So π′
n is not tight.
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Part II

Clustering on Point Processes
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Summery

Here is a summary of Part II of the thesis. In the Introduction, Chapter 1, the HTNN algo-

rithm is briefly defined. Before delving into the details of this, it is important to mention

that there are clustering algorithms in the literature that are related to the HTNN algorithm

introduced in this work. Here are a few of them:

The first algorithm is the Nearest-Neighbor Chain (NNC) algorithm, which is a hierarchical

algorithm based on the well-known nearest neighbor chain of points. For a detailed defini-

tion, see [6] and [7], as well as Example 3.4.2 in Section 3.4. The other clustering algorithm

related to HTNN algorithm is Mutual Nearest Neighbor based clustering (MUNEC) algo-

rithm (see [33]), which is a hierarchical algorithm where clusters are connected at each step

based on the set distance between them. In contrast, HTNN connects clusters based on the

distance between their centroids.

As mentioned before, first, the algorithm is applied to the Poisson point process (PPP).

Chapter 8 contains the definition and main results. It will be shown in Subsection 8.1 that

the HTNN algorithm can be defined as a sequence of point shifts on the PPP, with each

point shift representing a step of the algorithm. Consequently, at each step n, the point shift

generates a random directed graph on the PPP, which forms a forest. The resulting random

forests are unimodular graphs (see [2] and Section 3.3).

At each step n, the cluster heads of order n form a point process, denoted as Ψn. It is

evident that the intensity of these point processes are decreasing. Section 8.1 establishes an

upper bound, for the intensity of Ψn, denoted as ρn, in relation to the intensity of the initial

Poisson point process, denoted as ρn. Specifically, it is shown that ρn is bounded above

by ρ/2n. This raises interesting questions regarding the statistical properties of Ψn. One

such question pertains to whether the sequence of scaled versions of Ψn by ρn converges

to a limit or not. The conjecture is that this sequence is tight, implying that at least a sub-

sequence of ρnΨn converges to a limit, suggesting that for large n, the random measures

ρnΨn have nearly identical distributions.

Section 8.2 considers the weak limit of the point shifts, referred to as the Recursive Thinning

Nearest Neighbor Point Shift (RTNN PS), and its associated graph, the Recursive Thinning

Nearest Neighbor Forest/Tree (RTNNT/F). The limiting structure, RTNNT/F, gives rise to

an infinite spanning forest or tree on the PPP. Theorem 8.2.3 demonstrates that, on the PPP,
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the point shift graph of each level n of the algorithm contains infinitely many finite clusters

(trees), and in the limiting graph when n goes to infinity, the infinite random tree containing

the origin is one-ended.

It is important to note that the existing literature contains results regarding the existence and

construction of spanning forests (or trees) on point processes or stationary point processes.

However, these results have objectives that are distinct from the focus of our work. For

instance, the Minimal Spanning Forest/Tree (MSF/T) was introduced as a means to find

a natural extension of the minimal spanning tree from finite graphs to infinite graphs and

point processes (refer to [34] and [35]). The construction of the MSF (Tree) can be viewed

as a hierarchical algorithm where points are gradually connected. However, this procedure

requires significant computational effort. In another work, Holroyd and Peres presented a

proof of the existence of a factor graph that forms a tree on a Poisson point process in Rd

(see [13]). A factor graph on a point process is a mapping of the point configuration to a

graph on it that is measurable and equivariant with respect to the point process, with no

additional randomness. With this definition, for example, the RTNNF/T is a factor graph on

the PPP. However, their proof involves merging finite connected components in a manner

that cannot be algorithmically constructed. In [36], it is shown that the result of Holroyd

and Peres can be extended to point processes that are invariant under the isomorphism of

Rd, whose groups of symmetries are almost surely trivial. In Subsection 8.3, the connection

between RTNNT/F and other spanning forests on the PPP is examined.

The results of the properties of HTNN clustering on a PPP are as follows. We phrase them in

terms of the genetic data of the species example, discussed in the Introduction. All species

belong to an infinite phylogenetic tree, which is a connected component (cluster) of the

RTNNT/F. Since each component of the RTNNT/F is one-ended, it shows that there exists

some sort of universal common ancestor at infinity for all species in a component often

called LUCA (Last Universal Common Ancestor) in the literature. The question of whether

there are multiple LUCAs or just one arises here for PPPs. This question boils down to

finding the number of connected components in the RTNNT/F. There are no general results

regarding the connectivity of RTNNT/F. Theorem 8.2.5 shows that the RTNNT/F is a tree

in dimension 1. Our conjecture is that this graph is connected in each dimension d when

constructed from a PPP, i.e., there is only one LUCA in the RTNNT/F phylogenetic tree of

a PPP.

By leveraging the construction, we can calculate the average number of species within

descendant trees at different levels. This construction also allows us to define distances

between species in the same phylogenetic tree (cluster in RTNNT/F), indicating their level

of closeness. Finally, Chapter 9.1 delves into the details of the proof of Theorem 8.2.3.
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Chapter

8
Hierarchical Thinning Nearest
Neighbor Clustering on Point
Process

Ce chapitre examine l’algorithme de regroupement hiérarchique par éclaircissement des
voisins les plus proches (HTNNC) sur un processus ponctuel de Poisson (PPP). Comme
indiqué précédemment dans l’introduction, nous démontrerons que chaque niveau de
l’algorithme peut être caractérisé comme un décalage ponctuel sur le PPP.

Chapter content

8.1 Construction of the pre-limit point shifts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84

8.2 Construction of the Limiting Point Shift . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89

8.3 Connection with Other Spanning Forests on Poisson Point Process . 92

This chapter considers the Hierarchical Thinning Nearest Neighbor Clustering (HTNNC)

algorithm on Poisson point process (PPP). As previously stated in the introduction, we will

demonstrate that each level of the algorithm can be characterized as a point shift on the PPP.

We define a point-shift f on a homogeneous PPP with intensity 1, say

Φ0 =
∑

i

δxi

in Rd. The construction described below is scale invariant and there is hence no restriction

assuming that the intensity is 1.
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8.1 Construction of the pre-limit point shifts

We construct by induction a sequence fn, n ≥ 0, of point shifts on Φ0. For this, we will

need the following discrepancy function acting on two pairs of points, say S and T :

δ(S, T ) = min
x∈S,y∈T

d(x, y), (8.1.1)

where d denotes Euclidean distance. The discrepancy between these two sets is hence the

shortest distance between the two sets. This function is non-negative and symmetric. How-

ever, it does not satisfy the triangle inequality. In addition, different sets have discrepancy

0 when they share one point.

Order 0 The first one, f0, is the NN (nearest neighbor) point-shift on Φ0 w.r.t. Euclidean

distance d0 between points. That is for all x, f0(x) = NN0(x), where NN0 maps a point

to its nearest neighbor in Φ0.

The graph of the point-shift f0 has all its connected components of the F/F class in the

sense of point shift classification in Theorem 3.3.2 i.e., all of its connected components are

finite, and have a unique cycle. This is because the PPP does not admit any descending

chain (see [14] and Subsection 3.1.3). Each connected component is made of directed trees

connected to one cycle which connects two mutual nearest neighbor (MNN) points of Φ0.

Let Φ0
c be the sub-PP (point process) of Φ0 made of the points that belong to f0-cycles.

Let Φ0
a = Φ0 \ Φ0

c . When deleting the f0-cycles in the f0 graph, one gets a collection of

directed trees with a gateway point at the points of Φ0
c which will be referred to as the f0

sub-clusters of order 0. Each gateway point is a cluster head of order 0 (For the definition

of cluster head, see Introduction 1). Hence, Φ0
c is the PP of cluster heads of order 0 and

the tree associated with x, a cluster tree of level 0, is the set of points y of Φa such that the

f0-orbit staring from y reaches x before reaching the mutual nearest neighbor of x denoted

by MNN(x).

Order 1 Let {S0
i }i denote the collection of f0-cycles. The sets {S0

i }i form a translation

invariant partition of the support of Φ0
c . Consider the point process of cycles of order 0 on

the space of pairs of points of Rd (closed sets of cardinality 2):

Ψ1 =
∑

i

δS0
i
.

Consider the NN1 graph on these pairs based on δ, namely the graph with a directed

edge from S0
i to S0

j if δ(S0
j , S

0
i ) < δ(S0

k , S
0
i ) for all k ̸= i, j. The fact that points have

densities w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure guarantees that there are no ties a.s. The exit point

of the pair S0
i is defined to be the point of this pair that achieves the minimum in (8.1.1)
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Figure 8.1: Left picture: the graph of f0 in blue with the f0 cycles in thick blue; Right: the 0 clusters
(the clusters made of a single point are not visible here). These trees are rooted at cluster heads of
level 0.

when taking for S0
j the set that follows S0

i in the NN1 partial order, namely the pair that is

the ‘nearest’ to S0
i for δ. It will be shown in Corollary 9.1.6 that the connected components

of this graph are finite trees connected to directed cycles of length 2 connecting two exit

points, namely two points x ∈ Si
0 and y ∈ Sj

0 such that Si
0 and Sj

0 are MNN1, y is the

closest point of Sj
0 from Si

0, and x is the closest point of Si
0 from Sj

0.

This also defines two sub PPs of Ψ1 which are Ψ1
a and Ψ1

c , where Ψ1
c is the subset of

points of Ψ1 which are in a δ cycle and Ψ1
a = Ψ1 \ Ψ1

c .

Define f1 to be the point-shift on Φ0 that coincides with f0 everywhere except for exit

points of level 0. For each such point, say x ∈ S0, where S0 is the pair where x is the exit

point, define f1(x) = NN1(x), where NN1(x) denotes the nearest point for d of the pair

which is the ‘nearest’ of S0 for δ. In words, for each exit point of an f0-cycle, we obtain

f1 from f0 by replacing the initial image (which was the nearest point in NN0, namely

its MNN for d) by the d-nearest point in the ‘δ-nearest’ f0-cycle. The graph of f1 on Φ0

is F/F (see Corollaly 9.1.6), namely made of finite directed trees connected to directed

cycles, the f1-cycles, which connect two exit points of order 0. These f1-cycles are disjoint

by construction. The points that belong to such f1-cycles form a sub PP of Φ0
c that will be

denoted by Φ1
c . Let Φ1

a := Φ0 \ Φ1
c denote the vertices of the acyclic part of the f1 graph.

When deleting the f1 cycles in the f1 graph, one gets a collection of directed trees with

a gateway points at the points of Φ1
c , which will be referred to as the sub-cluster trees of

order 1. The gateway points of these trees are called cluster heads of order 1. Equivalently,

Φ1
c is the point process of cluster heads of order 1. See Figure 8.2 as an example of f1-graph

on a realization of PPP.

Remark 8.1.1. Note that all cluster heads of order 1 are exit points of order 0, but not

conversely. Since half of cluster heads of level 0 are exit points, the density of cluster heads

of level 1 is less than ρ/2, where ρ is the intensity of the cluster heads of order 0.
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Figure 8.2: On the left, there is a graph of f1 with the f1-cycles highlighted in bold. The difference
between this graph and the f0 graph is the addition of new edges from the head points of f0 cycles
to the closest point of the closest f0 cycle, which are colored green. The right side image shows the
1-sub-cluster trees. The sub-cluster trees made of a single point are not visible here.

Order 2 Let {S1
i }i be the sets of f1-cycles and let

Ψ2 =
∑

i

δS1
i
.

Let NN2 be the NN trees on the points of Ψ2 w.r.t. δ.

By the same arguments as above, this first defines Ψ2
c , the set of points of Ψ2 which are

in a cycle for NN2 and Ψ2
a = Ψ2 \ Ψ2

c .

The exit point (of order 1) of the pair S1
i is defined to be the point of this pair that

achieves the minimum in δ when taking for S1
j the set that follows S1

i in the NN2 partial

order.

The point-shift f2 on Φ0 coincides with f1 except for exit points of order 1. For such a

point, say x ∈ S1, f2(x) = NN2(x), where NN2(x) denotes the nearest point for d of the

set of pairs of order 1 which is the nearest to S1 for δ. Again f2 defines a point-shift on Φ0.

Its graph is F/F , with cycles of length 2 a.s. as there are no ties a.s. The points belonging

to these f2-cycles are exit points of order 1 which form a sub PP of Φ1
c that will be called

the f2-cycle PP and denoted Φ2
c . Let Φ2

a := Φ0 \ Φ2
c denote the vertices of the acyclic part

of the f2 graph.

When deleting the f2 cycles, i.e. the two directed edges, one gets a collection of finite

trees which will be called the sub-cluster trees of order 2. Each tree has a gateway point at

a cluster head of level 2. The PP Φ2
c is hence also called the set of cluster heads of level 2.

Induction assumption The induction assumption is that

• fn has been constructed as an F/F point-shift on Φ0 (in the case of PPP this prop-

erty is shown in Theorem 8.2.3);
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Figure 8.3: Left picture: the graph of f2 with the f2-cycles in boldface; The difference with the
f1 graph, which consists in the new edges from head points of f1 cycles to the closest point of the
closest f1 cycle, are in red. Right: the 2-clusters.

• The fn-cycles {Si
n} of the connected components are all of length 2;

• The point process Φn
c of cyclic points of the fn-graph has an intensity bounded above

by ρ/2n;

Induction step Let Ψn+1 be the set-valued point process

Ψn+1 =
∑

i

δSn
i
.

Let NN(n + 1) denote the associated NN structure, which we will prove to be F/F in

Theorem 8.2.3. Let Ψn+1
a and Ψn+1

c be the acyclic and the cyclic partition of Ψn+1. This

also defines the set of n-head points. The exit point (of order n) of Sn
i is the point realizing

the minimal distance between the points of Sn
i and the set Sn

j which is NN(n+ 1) next for

Sn
i (the nearest neighbor of Sn

i for δ). One defines fn+1 from fn by keeping the images

of all points the same except for n-head points, the images of which are defined as follows:

the image of such a point say x ∈ Sk
n by fn+1 is NN(n + 1)(x), which is the point of

Sk+1
n which is the closest to x for d. The graph of this point shift F/F , namely is made

of finite directed trees connected to cycles of length 2 connecting certain head points of

order n. This defines the fn+1 cycles. Since Φc
n+1 ⊂ Φc

n and since a fn+1-cycle requires

two fn-cycles (in MNN relation), the assumption that the intensity of Φc
n is at most ρ/2n

implies that the intensity of Φc
n+1 is at most ρ/2n+1.

By construction, we have Φ0 = Φn+1
c ∪ Φn+1

a and Φn+1
c ⊂ Φn

c . In addition, since

Φn+1
c is a sub PP of the (n + 1)-exit points , the intensity of the former is bounded above

by ρ/2n+1.
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Figure 8.4: Left picture: the graph of f3 with the f3-cycles in boldface; The difference with the
f2 graph, which consists in the new edges from head points of f2 cycles to the closest point of the
closest f2 cycle, are in black. Right: the 3-clusters.

Figure 8.5: A f3-cluster with the same color code as above

88
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8.2 Construction of the Limiting Point Shift

This section discusses the existence and properties of the limiting point shift and point shift

graph of the HMNNC algorithm.

Definition 8.2.1. Consider the sequence fn, of the point shift constructed in Subsection

8.1 on a PPP. The fact that the intensity of Φi
c tends to 0 as i tends to infinity, shown

in Subsection 8.1, imply that {Φk+1
a \ Φk

a}k≥0, where Φ0
a = ∅, forms a partition of Φ0.

This defines a new point shift f∞, Its graph, the f∞-graph, denote by G, is acyclic due

to the construction of the fns. The f point shift is called the Recursive Thinning Nearest

Neighbor Point Shift (RTNN PS) and its graph is called the Recursive Thinning Nearest

Neighbor Tree/Forest (RTNNT/F).

Corollary 8.2.2 (Construction of the point shift graph). The RTNNT/F is a local weak limit

for fn-graphs on Φ0 as n → ∞. This graph under the palm of Φ0 and rooted at zero is a

unimodular graph.

Proof. This is assessed under the Palm of Φ0. For all balls of radius h centered at 0, the

restriction of fn-graphs to this ball converges a.s. to a limit when n tends to infinity. This

is because the intensity of the points of Φi
c tends to 0 as i tends to infinity. Hence, there is

a random n such that the restriction of the graph Gn to this ball is fully determined by fn

(this random integer is the largest integer n such that the ball in question is empty of points

of Φn+1
c ). We will denote by [G, 0] the limiting random graph, and by [Gn, 0] the fn-graph

under the palm of Φ0. Since for each n, [Gn, 0] is an unimodular graph (see [8]) so their

limit graph [G, 0] is also unimodular (see [3]).

Theorem 8.2.3. For each n, the connected components of the graph [Gn, 0] are of type

F/F . In terms of clustering at each level n, the clusters in the HTNNC algorithm are a.s.

finite.

Proof. In section 9.1, it will be shown that there is no infinite path in [Gn, 0], for all n. This

fact demonstrates that for each n, all the clusters of [Gn, 0] are finite. Note that the cycle

indicated in the properties of the F/F components (see Theorem 3.3.2 in Section 3.3) in

each cluster of fn-graph is the cycle of mutual nearest neighbor points, which is a cycle of

length two.

Corollary 8.2.4. The connected component of RTNNT/F graph [G, 0] belongs to the I /I

class of the foil classification theorem in unimodular networks. In other words, on PPP

each cluster of RTNNT/F graph is a one-ended tree with all its foils infinite a.s.

Proof. As mentioned before, for each level n, the equality, Φ0 = Φn
c ∪ Φn

a holds, where

Φn
c denote the cluster heads, and Φn

a are acyclic points of level n. When for some level
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n, a point belongs to Φn
a , the number of its descendants is finite and does not change after

that due to the construction of RTNNT/F. Since the intensity of Φn
c tend to zero as n goes

to infinity, {Φn+1
a \ Φn

a}n≥0 , where Φ0
a =, forms a partition of Φ0. So a.s., there is a k

such that 0 belongs to Φk+1
a \ Φk

a. So its descendant tree is finite. Therefore, the connected

component of zero is in the I /I class. In other words, the cluster of the origin in the

RTNNT/F graph is a one-ended tree.

The Existence of a Last Universal Common Ancestor at infinity. Considering the

genetic data of the species example discussed in the introduction, we can gain clearer in-

sights by examining the properties of the RTNNT/F graph. Firstly, the I /I property of the

graph shows that each species (point) belongs to an infinite phylogenetic tree. The I /I

property shows that there exists a LUCA (Last Universal Common Ancestor) at infinity,

from which all species in the cluster are descendants. This raises the question of whether

there are different LUCAs or just one in the clustering of the Poisson point process. This is

equivalent to determining the number of connected components that exist in the RTNNF/T.

Although the number of connected components is generally unknown, in dimension d = 1,

the following theorem shows that the RTNNT(F) has only one connected component.

Theorem 8.2.5. The RTNNT(F) in dimension d = 1 under the palm of Φ0 ⊆ R is a tree.

Proof. To prove that [G, 0] contains only one connected component in dimension 1, it suf-

fices to show that for every fixed r > 0, almost surely all points of Φ0 within the ball of

radius r centered at 0, denoted as Br(0), belong to the same component.

Recall that at each level n of the HTNNC algorithm, the point process Φn
c consists of the

vertices of fn-cycles Sn
i at level n, (see definition in Section 8.1). Note that the distribution

of distances between pairs of Sn
i cycles, for each i, is stationary. Consider the following

events:

An+1 = {The first fn-cycle after point 0 in the positive side of R is connected

to an fn-cycle in the negative side of R at level n+ 1 of the algorithm}.

Consider the two points of fn-cycles, xi and yi , belonging to Sn
i . Let’s defineMn

i = xi+yi
2 ,

which represents the middle points of these two points. The sequence of random distances

between Mn
i s, {di}i∈Z = {|Mn

i − Mn
i−1|}i∈Z, forms a stationary process. Therefore, the

probability of a typical cycle connecting to its left neighbor cycle is equal to the probability

of it connecting to its right neighbor cycle. Therefore,

∑
n

p(An) = ∞.

The Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that An occurs for infinitely many n. Similarly, one can
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show that the same result holds for each n, for the event A′
n,

A′
n+1 = {The first fn-cycle after point 0 in the negative side of R is connected

to an fn-cycle in the positive side of R at level n+ 1 of the algorithm}.

Furthermore, note that when a cluster from the right-hand side of zero connects to a cluster

on the left-hand side of zero and forms a new cluster, all points between them also belong

to the same cluster. It is also evident that at step n, the place of the first fn-cycle from

the right-hand side of zero tends to infinity as n → ∞. Thus, for each r, there exists a

sufficiently large n such that the first fn-cycle from the right-hand side of zero connects to

the left-hand side, and Br(0) is contained in the new cluster formed by connecting these

fn-cycles to each other.

As it is mentioned before in the Summary of this part, our conjecture is that this last

theorem is true for all dimensions d.

Remark 8.2.6. All the results shown here for the PPP case are due to its property of not

admitting a second-order descending chain (see Definition 9.1.1). Therefore, for any sta-

tionary point process that satisfies this property, the results hold.

The Cardinality of Descendant Tree. The construction of the RTNNF/T allows us

to calculate bounds on the mean number of species within the descendant tree of a typical

cluster at a specific level k. The direction of the edges in the graph signifies the order of

descent from children to father. The I /I property (of the connected component of zero),

ensures a finite number of descendants for each vertex (species), so it enables us to quantify

the number of species in the descendant tree.

More precisely, let the intensity of the cluster heads of level k, Φk
c , be ρk. Then the mean

of the cardinality of the descendant tree of a point belongs to Φk
c , is 1/ρk. it is known from

Remark 8.1.1 that ρk tend to zero, as k goes to infinity.

Proposition 8.2.7. Let G be the RTNNF/T under the Palm probability of Φ0 ⊆ Rd. Let N0

be the cardinality of the descendant tree of 0. Then the mean number of N0 is infinite. So

N0 is heavy-tailed.

Proof. The rooted graph [G, 0] is a unimodular graph. Let f be the HTNN PS on [G, 0].
Define g[G, x, y] =

∑∞
n=1 1y=fn(x), which is well-defined and measurable. Therefore, the

mass transport principle (3.3.1) holds for g. The left-hand side of (3.3.1) for g is equal to

infinity, and its right-hand side is equal to the mean number of descendants of 0. So the

mean of N0 for [G, 0] is infinite.

The same result remains valid for all the vertices (species) that belong to the foil of zero

on the RTNNF/T. This holds true since the following proposition holds.
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Proposition 8.2.8. LetG be the graph of RTNNF/T under the Palm probability of Φ0 ⊆ Rd,

and consider the RTNN PS on G. Let L0
G be the foil of 0. Then the distribution of [G, 0] is

identical to the distribution of [G, v], for each v ∈ L0
G.

Proof. It is known that there exists a total order on the PPP (Palm Probabilistic Partition)

isomorphic to the order on Z, using the depth-first search algorithm (see [13]). Thus, there

is a total order on the vertices belonging to the foil of 0, denoted as L0
G. Consequently, a

vertex-shift on G can be obtained by mapping each vertex to its subsequent vertex within

the same foil, following this order. This vertex shift is a bijection. By applying Mecke’s

Point Stationary Theorem (see [3] and Chapter 3), it can be concluded that the distribution

of [G, 0] is identical to the distribution of [G, v].

This means that for each vertex belonging to the foil of 0, the number of points be-

longing to its descendant tree is a heavy-tailed random variable. If there exists sufficient

independence between these heavy-tailed descendant trees, there should be extremely large

trees in the foil of zero.

8.3 Connection with Other Spanning Forests on Poisson Point
Process

In this subsection, we explore the connection between the hierarchical model for cluster-

ing introduced by the HMNNC algorithm and other spanning forests on the Poisson point

process (PPP).

The hierarchical model presented in this paper serves as a toy model for hierarchical

clustering, with a focus on its properties within the Poisson point process. At each level

of the algorithm, we connect a finite number of clusters and construct new finite clusters.

Each of these clusters can be viewed as a finite graph with a unique cycle of length two.

It has been demonstrated that the RTNNT/F graph, which is the weak limit graph on the

PPP (or any stationary point process that does not admit a second-order descending chain

and is non-equidistant), is a spanning forest. Furthermore, each connected component of

this graph belongs to the I /I class, indicating that it is one-ended.

There exists another model in the literature known as the Minimal Spanning Forest

(MSF). Aldous and Steel [] introduced this graph as a natural generalization of the MSF in

finite random graphs to infinite graphs. They conjectured that for the PPP, their definition

of the MSF consists of a single one-ended tree. However, in this model, it is generally

unknown how many components this algorithm produces and how many ends each com-

ponent has (partial answers can be found in Alexander’s work [35] for dimension 2). It is

worth noting that the first level of the HTNNC algorithm model, i.e., [G0, 0], is a subgraph
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of the MSF on the PPP. However, in the subsequent levels, due to the greedy nature of the

construction, there is a significant difference between them.

In the paper by Holroyed and Peres (see [13]), they demonstrated that for each di-

mension d, there exists a factor graph of the Poisson point process Φ0 that is a connected

one-ended tree. A factor graph on a point process is a random graph G whose vertex set

is the support of the point process, and G is a deterministic function invariant under iso-

morphisms on the PPP. In this sense, the limiting graph [G, 0] defined on the PPP can be

considered a factor graph of the PPP.

In their proof, they construct different levels n ∈ N of coarser partitions on the PPP,

resulting in infinitely many finite connected components for each n. Each connected com-

ponent at level n belongs to exactly one connected component at level n+1, and eventually,

the limiting partition has only one connected component. Using this structure, they define a

one-ended graph on the PPP that is a tree. However, their construction of the one-ended tree

has a hierarchical nature due to the different levels of coarser partitions, but it is built analyt-

ically and does not provide an algorithm for constructing the different levels of connected

components.

As an extension, Timar in [36] showed that the existence of the tree factor graph on the

PPP can be extended to any stationary non-equidistant point process.

Another natural classification algorithm is based on random thinning. Let us exemplify

this on a stationary point process Φ. Let π = {pk} be a probability distribution, on the

positive integers. Mark independently the points of Φ with an independent random mark

sampled according to π. Perform a random and independent thinning of Φ which retains

the points of Φ0 that have mark k. Declare Φk
c to be the cluster heads of level k, and declare

descendants of a point X of Φk
c the points of Φk−1

c which are in the Voronoi of X w.r.t. Φk
c .

This algorithm, which was studied in [37], requires extra randomness, whereas HTNNC

does not.
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9
Proof of Theorem 8.2.3

9.1 Proof of F/F property of the pre-limits point shift graphs

In Section 8.1, we claimed that for every n ∈ N, the point shift graph, fn, contains no

infinite path (component). This section shows that the claim is true. For simplicity, it is first

demonstrated that the result holds for n = 1. Then, it will be shown that the same result

holds for all n. Before going through the proof of this, a more general kind of chain called

the Second-order descending chain is introduced. It is shown, in Proposition 9.1.2, that this

kind of chain does not exist in the Poisson point process. Proposition 9.1.5 shows that an

infinite path in the f1-graph is a second-order chain.

Definition 9.1.1. Suppose thatN is a point process. Let {xn}n∈N be a sequence of different

points in N . {xn}n∈N is called a second-order descending chain if, for all i ≥ 2, the

inequality di < max(di−1, di−2) holds, where di = ∥xi+1 − xi∥.

Proposition 9.1.2. Let Φ0 be a d-dimensional Poisson point process. Then, Φ0 contains no

second-order descending chain.

Proof. Suppose that there exists a second-order descending chain in Φ0. Define g : Rd ×
M(Rd) → R+, where g(x,Φ) is the number of second-order descending chain in Φ starting

at x, and M(Rd) is the space of locally finite measure on Rd. Campbell’s formula and the

Slivnyak Theorem for the Poisson point processes gives that,

E[g(x,Φ0)] = λ

∫
Rd
p(existence of a second-order descending chain in Φ0 ∪ x, starting at x)dx.

So, for the proof of the proposition, it is enough to show that the probability of having a

second-order descending chain in Φ0 ∪ x, starting from x, is zero. Since the distribution of

Φ0 ∪ x is equal to Φ0 ∪ 0, it is enough to show that, this is true for x = 0.

Consider the following events ,

A = { Existence of a second-order chain,{xn}n∈N, in Φ0 ∪ 0, with x0 = 0},
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and

AR = { Existence of a second-order chain,{xn}n∈N, in Φ0 ∪ 0, with x0 = 0, and d1, d2 < R}.

Since A = ∪∞
R=1AR, it is enough to show that p(AR) = 0. Define AR,n the event of

existence of a second-order descending chain,{xi}n+1
i=0 , in Φ0 ∪ 0 with length n, x0 = 0,

and d1, d2 < R. Then one can write AR = ∩n≥2AR,n. Since for all i, AR,i ⊇ AR,i+1, so

p(AR) = lim
n→∞

p(AR,n). (9.1.1)

Thus it is enough to show that limn→∞ p(AR,n) = 0. Define XR,n, for n ≥ 2, the number

of second order descending chain with length n in Φ0 ∪ 0 with x0 = 0, d1, d2 < R. Since

p(AR,n) ≤ E[XR,n], so it is enough to show that limn→∞ E[XR,n] = 0. Consider the

function g′(x,Φ0) equal to the number of second order descending chain with length n,

x0 = 0 , and x1 = x. Then

E[XR,n] = E[
∑

x∈Φ0∪{0}∩BR(0)
g′(x,Φ0 ∪ {0})]

= λ

∫
BR(0)

E[ g′(x,Φ0 ∪ {0, x})] dx

,where the last equality fallows from Campbell formula. For the next step first note that

if there is an infinite second-order descending chain in Φ0, then there is an infinite second

-order descending chain without repeated vertices. So one can consider all the event that

defined up to here, to be the chain without repeated vertices. Consider the function g′′(y,Φ)
equal to the number of second-order descending chain with length n(n ≥ 2), x0 = 0
,x1 = x, and ,x2 = y, without repeated vertices. Then it gives

= λ

∫
BR(0)

E[
∑

y∈BR(x)∩(Φ0∪{0,x})
g′′(y,Φ0 ∪ {0, x})] dx

= λ

∫
BR(0)

λ

∫
BR(x)

E[ g′′(y,Φ0 ∪ {0, x, y})] dydx.

The definition of the second-order descending chain, together with considering the chain

without repeated vertices implies that the last equation is equal to

= λ2
∫

BR(0)

∫
BR(x)

E[Xmax(∥x∥,∥y−x∥),n−2] dydx.

So there is the following recursive equation for the events XR,n,

E[XR,n] = λ2
∫

BR(0)

∫
BR(x)

E[Xmax(∥x∥,∥y−x∥),n−2] dydx. (9.1.2)
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Lemma 9.1.3. For a fixed radius r ∈ R and for all n ∈ N, let XR,n, be the number of

second-order descending chains with length n in Φ0 ∪ 0 with x0 = 0 and d1, d2 < R. If Φ0

is a d-dimensional Poisson point process, then for all even value of n the following equation

holds.

E[XR,n] = (λ2ω2
dR

2d)n/2

n/2! , (9.1.3)

where ωd is the volume of a unite d-dimensional ball.

Proof of Lemma 9.1.3. The proof is based on the induction. for n = 0, E[XR,0], is the

number of second order descending chain with length 0 in Φ0 ∪ 0 with x0 = 0, which is

equal to 1, so the base case hold. Assume the (9.1.3) holds for an even number k, it fallows

from (9.1.2)

E[XR,k+2] = λ2
∫

BR(0)

∫
BR(x)

E[Xmax(∥x∥,∥y−x∥),k] dydx

= λk+2ωk
d

k/2!

∫
BR(0)

∫
BR(x)

(max(∥x∥, ∥y − x∥))kddydx (9.1.4)

The inner integral is equal to∫
BR(x)

(max(∥x∥, ∥y − x∥))kddy (9.1.5)

=
∫

θ∈sn−1

∫ R

0
(max(∥x∥, ∥r∥))kdrd−1drdθ

=
∫

θ∈sn−1
(

∫ ∥x∥

0
∥x∥kdrd−1dr +

∫ R

∥x∥
r(k+1)d−1dr) dθ

=
∫

θ∈sn−1
(

∫ ∥x∥

0
∥x∥kdrd−1dr +

∫ R

∥x∥
r(k+1)d−1dr) dθ

=
∫

θ∈sn−1
( R

(k+1)d

(k + 1)d + ∥x∥(k+1)d × k

(k + 1)d ) dθ

= ωd

k + 1(R(k+1)d + k∥x∥(k+1)d) (9.1.6)

Equation (9.1.4) together with (9.1.5) gives

E[XR,k+2] = λk+2ωk+1
d

(k + 1)(k/2!)

∫
BR(0)

(R(k+1)d + k∥x∥(k+1)d)dx

= λk+2ωk+1
d

(k + 1)(k/2!)(
∫

BR(0)
R(k+1)ddx+

∫
BR(0)

k∥x∥(k+1)ddx)

= λk+2ωk+1
d

(k + 1)(k/2!)(ωdR
(k+2)d + k

k + 2ωdR
(k+2)d)

= λk+2ωk+2
d

k+2
2 !

R(k+2)d,
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Figure 9.1: The behavior of infinite path in Ψ1
c if it exists. The green arrows show NN0 links, and

the red arrows show NN1 links between the exit points of f0-cycles and their NN1 points.

which gives the result.

Con. of the proof of Proposition 9.1.2. Due to the definition of XR,n, the relation

XR,i > XR,i+1, holds for each i. So E[XR,i] > E[XR,i+1]. This fact, together with

Lemma ??, gives that limn→∞ E[XR,n] = 0, which completes the proof.

Definition 9.1.4. The definition of the point-shift f1 implies that the f1-graph, as a directed

graph, includes two distinct types of edges on Φ0
c . The first type is the edges between the

nearest neighbors’ points w.r.t. d. These edges are referred to as d-type edges (the green

edges in Figure 9.1). The other type is the edges that connect an exit point, x, of level

zero to NN1(x). These edges are referred to as δ-type edges of level one (the red edges in

Figure 9.1).

Proposition 9.1.5. Any infinite path in f1 -graph is a second-order descending chain.

Proof. Let P be an infinite path in f1-graph. Since there is no descending (See Section

3.1.3) in the Poisson point process (see cite), this infinite path must be on Ψ1. In other

words, if there exists an infinite path in the f1-graph, this path is a descending chain between

the pairs of points in Ψ1. The edges that belong to P are either of type d or δ, which

means they are either between two mutual nearest neighbor points in Φ0 or between nearest

neighbors of the MNN pairs in Ψ1. (see Figure 9.1).

Let ei be the i-th edge in P . Then ei can be d or δ-type of edge. First, suppose that for

an arbitrary i, ei be a d-type edge. Then, there are two possibilities for ei−1 and ei−2:
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b.

Figure 9.2: Different possibilities for ei−1 and ei−2 conditioned on ei is a d0-type edge in the infinite
path of the f1-graph if it exists.

1. ei−1 and ei−2 are δ-type edges (see Figure 9.2.a). In this case, since the δ-type edges

are consequence edges in the descending chin on Ψ1, ∥ei−1∥ < ∥ei−2∥. And since ei

is the MNN0 edge so ∥ei∥ < ∥ei−1∥. Thus ∥ei∥ < max(∥ei−1∥, ∥ei−2∥).

2. ei−1 is δ-type edge and ei−2 is d-type edge (see Figure 9.2.b).Since ei−2, and ei both

are between MNN0 points it gives

∥ei−1∥ > ∥ei∥, ∥ei−2∥ =⇒ ∥ei∥ < max(∥ei−1∥, ∥ei−2∥). (9.1.7)

On the other hand, if ei is a δ-type edge, then there are three possibilities for ei−1 and

ei−2. The first is that both are δ-type edges (see Figure 9.3.a). In this case, ∥ei∥ <

max(∥ei−1∥, ∥ei−2∥) since these edges are in descending chain in Ψ1. The second pos-

sibility is that ei−1 is a d-type edge, and ei−2 is a δ-type edge (see Figure 9.3.b), and it

gives

∥ei−2∥ > ∥ei∥, & ∥ei−2∥ > ∥ei−1∥ =⇒ ∥ei∥ < max(∥ei−1∥, ∥ei−2∥), (9.1.8)

where the first inequality is because of the descending chain property, and the second in-

equality holds since ei−1 is the MNN0 edge between points. The last possibility is that ei−1

is a δ-type edge, and ei−2 is a d-type edge (see Figure 9.3.c), it is easy to show that it this

case also the inequality ∥ei∥ < max(∥ei−1∥, ∥ei−2∥) holds and this completes the proof.
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Figure 9.3: Different possibilities for ei−1 and ei−2 conditioned on ei is a d0-type edge in the infinite
path of the f1-graph if it exists.

Corollary 9.1.6. Proposition 9.1.2, together with proposition 9.1.5, gives that there is no

infinite path in the f1-graph of Φ0 where Φ0 is a Poisson Point Process.

So far, it has been shown that there is no infinite path or cluster in the f1-graph. The

following proposition establishes that this holds true for all fn-graphs.

Proposition 9.1.7. For all n ∈ N, any infinite path in fn -graph is a second-order descend-

ing chain.

Proof. The proof is by induction. Any infinite path in the f0-graph is a descending chain

in the PPP. Therefore, the base case of the induction is true. For the induction step, suppose

there is no infinite path (cluster) in the fn-graph. Then, if an infinite path Pn+1 exists in the

fn+1-graph, this path lies on Ψn+1. Thus, there are two types of edges on Pn: the first type

is the ones between the MNN(n) points, and the second type is the edges that connect an

exit point of level n, x, to NN(n+ 1)(x). In fact, due to the construction of the fn+1 point

shift, Pn+1 forms a descending chain between the fn-cycles {Si
n}. Therefore, one can see

the same proof as in Proposition 9.1.5 shows that if P exists, it is a second-order descending

chain.
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Other Examples

10.1 HTNN Algorithm on Cox Point Process

In this section, some examples of clustered point processes are considered. The term "clus-

tered" refers to the fact that the points in these processes can be classified into distinct

groups.

Example 10.1.1 (Cox point process). A point processN on a state space S is called a Cox

point process driven by the intensity measure µ, if the conditional distribution of N given

µ is a Poisson point process with intensity function µ. Let {ξ(x)}x∈S be a non-negative

random field. Then the random-driven measure µ can be defined as

µ(B) =
∫

B
ξ(x)dx B ⊆ S . (10.1.1)

Consider a deterministic collection of points, M ∈ R2, and a fixed radius, r ∈ R. Let
∼
M= {x ∈ Br(y); y ∈ M} and define {ξ(y)} as independent Bernoulli random variables

with parameter p, and for x /∈
∼
M, ξ(x) = 0. Consider the cox point process N ′ driven by

intensity µ defined by (10.1.1), with ξ(x) = ξ′(x). N ′ is a sub-point process of Poisson

point process with intensity p and therefore does not admit any second-order descending

chain. The results of Chapter 8 are valid for this point process. According to its definition,

N is clustered.
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Appendix

11.0.1 Proof of Proposition 5.2.3

Before going through the proof of this proposition, the first Definition 11.0.1 and Lemma

11.0.2, borrowed from [? ], are discussed. This last lemma gives the main idea of the proof

of Proposition 5.2.3.

Definition 11.0.1. Let µ, ν, and γ be given probability measures on Z. Consider the Markov

Chain {Yn} with values in Z such that Y0 = y and it has the following transition probabili-

ties:

P (Yn+1 = k|Yn = j) =


µ(k − j) if j < 0

ν(k − j) if j > 0

γ = αµ(k) + βν(k) if j = 0 ,

(11.0.1)

where α, β ≥ 0 and α+ β = 1. This Markov Chain is an ordinary random walk on Z with

jump distribution µ in the positive integers, distribution ν in the negative integers, and γ at

0. This random walk will be referred to as the oscillating random walk on Z.

The particular case where ν(i) = µ(−i) is called the anti-symmetric oscillating random
walk . If moreover µ(j) = 0 for j < 0, then it is called the one-sided anti-symmetric
case.

The following lemma from [37] will be used to study the recurrence and transience

property of the oscillating random walk.

Lemma 11.0.2. Consider the one-sided antisymmetric oscillating random walk {Yn} on Z.

Then a sufficient condition for zero to be recurrent is that

∞∑
j=n

µ(j) = O(n− 1
2 ) as n → ∞. (11.0.2)

A sufficient condition for zero to be transient is

µ(n) ∼ cn−1−ϵ as n → ∞, (11.0.3)

where c and ϵ denote positive constants, ϵ < 1
2 .
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Proof of Proposition 5.2.3. Consider two independent i.i.d. random sequences

{Xi}i∈N∗ ,& {Xi} ∼ η

{X ′
i}i∈N∗ ,& {X ′

i} ∼ η

and two random walks on Z with jumps {Xi} and {X ′
i} respectively, with two arbitrary

different starting points X0 and X ′
0, namely,

Sl =
l∑

i=0
{Xi} S′l =

l∑
i=0

{X ′
i}. (11.0.4)

The paths created by these two random walks are two paths in Gη starting from the two

vertices X0 and X ′
0. For checking the connectedness of Gη, it is needed to check whether

these two random walks meet each other in finite time a.s. or not. To this end, the MC

{Zn}n∈N will be considered. For X0 < X ′
0 define Z0 = X ′

0 −X0. Moreover fix the S′l at

X ′
0 and define Zi, the difference between X ′

0 and Xi up to the time that Xi passes X ′
0, i.e.,

Zi = X ′
0 −Xi, for 0 < i ≤ t1,

where t1 is the first t such that Xt > X ′
0. Then fix Sl at Xt1 and look at the next steps of

S′l. For i > t1 define Zi, the difference between Xt1 and X ′
i up to the time that X ′

i passes

Xt1 , i.e.,

Zi = X ′
i −Xt1 , for t1 < i ≤ t2,

where t2 is the first time where X ′
t > Xt1 . After that, fix X ′

t2 and continue this process.

With this definition, {Zn}n∈N is a random walk on Z which has following transition prob-

ability

P (Zn+1 = k|Zn = j) =


qk−j if j < 0 and k > j

qj−k if j ≥ 0 and k < j

0 otherwise ,

(11.0.5)

where {qi} is the probability defined in (5.2.5). Our question about the meeting of the

two random walks Sl and S′l reduces to understanding whether the state 0 in {Zn}n∈N is

recurrent or not. But {Zn}n∈N is a one-sided antisymmetric oscillating random walk where

µ(j) in (11.0.1) is equal to qj and β = 1. So

∞∑
j=n

qj =
∞∑

j=n

c1
jα+1 ,

which is O(n− 1
2 ), as n → ∞, when α ≥ 1

2 . So using Lemma 11.0.2, one can conclude
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that {Zn} is recurrent when α ≥ 1
2 , and it is transient when α < 1

2 . So the two random

walks {Sl} and {S′l} will meet each other a.s. when 1
2 ≤ α < 1 and, in this case, Gη is a

Renewal EFT. Correspondingly, when α < 1
2 , Gξ is a Renewal EFF.
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MOTS CLÉS

Graphes Unimodulaires aléatoires ⋆ Processus ponctuels stationnaires ⋆ classification des feuillets ⋆ Échan-

tillonnage parfait⋆ Classification non supervisée hiérarchique⋆ Processus ponctuels⋆ Arbres Aléatoires

RÉSUMÉ

Cette thèse repose sur la notion d’unimodularité dans le contexte des réseaux aléatoires et explore deux domaines

d’application : le couplage par le passé des chaînes de Markov dans le cas de la récurrence nulle, basé sur les graphes de

Doeblin associés, et la classification non supervisée basée sur le regroupement hiérarchique des points d’un processus

ponctuel.

La première partie de cette thèse se concentre sur les propriétés d’un graphe aléatoire spécifique appelé le graphe de

Doeblin, qui est associé à l’algorithme du couplage par le passé utilisé pour l’échantillonnage parfait de la distribution

stationnaire d’une chaîne de Markov. Cette thèse étudie le cas récurrent nul, où il est montré que le graphe des ponts,

un sous-graphe du Doeblin Graph, est soit un arbre infini, soit une forêt composée d’une collection dénombrable d’arbres

infinis. Dans le premier cas, l’arbre infini possède une unique extrémité, n’est généralement pas unimodularisable, mais

présente une unimodularité locale. Ces propriétés sont exploitées pour étudier le régime stationnaire des dynamiques

aléatoires de processus à valeurs mesures sur l’arbre des ponts de Doeblin, en particulier les dynamiques aléatoires

tabou et potentielle.

La deuxième partie de cette thèse présente un nouveau modèle de regroupement hiérarchique adapté à la classification

non supervisée d’ensembles de données qui sont dénombrablement infinis. L’algorithme proposé utilise plusieurs niveaux

de regroupement, construisant des clusters à chaque niveau en utilisant des chaînes de voisins les plus proches de

points ou de clusters. Cet algorithme est appliqué au processus ponctuel de Poisson pour lequel il est démontré que

l’algorithme de regroupement définit une forêt phylogénétique, qui est un facteur du processus ponctuel et est donc

unimodulaire. Diverses propriétés de cette forêt aléatoire, telles que les tailles moyennes des clusters à chaque niveau

ou la taille moyenne du cluster d’un nœud typique, sont examinées.

ABSTRACT

This thesis is based on the notion of unimodularity in the context of random networks and explores two domains of
application: Coupling from the Past for Markov Chains in the null recurrent case based on the associated Doeblin Graphs,
and unsupervised classification based on hierarchical clustering on point processes.
The first part of this thesis focuses on the properties of a specific random graph called the Doeblin Graph, which is
associated with the Coupling from the Past algorithm used for the perfect sampling of the stationary distribution of a
Markov Chain. This thesis studies the null recurrent case, where it is shown that the Bridge Doeblin Graph, a subgraph
of the Doeblin Graph, is either an infinite tree or a forest composed of a countable collection of infinite trees. In the former
case, the infinite tree possesses a single end, is not generally unimodularizable, but exhibits local unimodularity. These
properties are leveraged to investigate the stationary regime of measure-valued random dynamics on the Bridge Doeblin
Tree, particularly the taboo and potential random dynamics.
The second part of this thesis introduces a novel hierarchical clustering model tailored for unsupervised classifications of
datasets that are countably infinite. The proposed algorithm employs multiple levels of clustering, constructing clusters at
each level using nearest-neighbor chains of points or clusters. This algorithm is applied to the Poisson point process. It
is proven that the clustering algorithm defines a phylogenetic forest on the Poisson point process, which is a factor of the
point process and is therefore unimodular. Various properties of this random forest, such as the mean sizes of clusters at
each level or the mean size of the cluster of a typical node, are examined.

KEYWORDS

Unimodular Random graphs⋆Stationary Point Processes⋆Foil Classification⋆Perfect Sam-
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